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INFO VIEW

Future Ready Begins Today
By focusing on our ‘bright spots’ and setting big
goals, we can begin preparing ourselves now for
our desired future.
BY CINDY ROMAINE , SLA PRESIDENT

As I start my year as SLA president, I’d
like to pose a challenge to you, your
clients and our association. The challenge is to become “future ready”—
that is, to prepare yourself for your
desired future.
Future Ready is an initiative, a north
star, and an attitude. It’s a focus on
being more adaptable, more flexible,
and more confident as information and
knowledge professionals. It’s a strategic
shift toward aligning effectively with
emerging and robust opportunities in
the information industry and beyond.
The underlying goal is that, by becoming future ready, we become absolutely essential in the new knowledge
economy.
To begin, I want you to ask yourself
some questions: In your desired future,
what kind of work will you be doing next
year that you are not doing now? What
are you doing now that you will no longer be doing? Where do you want your
profession to be in three years, or your
career in five years?
As an SLA leader, it’s my job to
assess our strengths and promote strategies that position us for a better
future. I feel a sense of urgency to do
this, and I hope you do, too. That’s
why, as I’ve been traveling, talking and
blogging over the last few months, I’ve
been collecting stories and gaining new
perspectives about what it means to be
future ready. And I’m not done yet—if
I could, I’d talk to every SLA member
and solicit their opinion.
I’d like to know what you see as
opportunities for aligning with emerg-

ing roles in the information industry.
Maybe you have an idea about tactics
and trends, or maybe you have a
success story that should be shared.
Many members are uncertain about
the future and nervous about their next
paycheck. Others are weathering this
storm and feel ready for the future,
come what may. If that’s you, I’d like
to hear how you did it. Your story may
help inspire others who are at a crossroads.
In a recent Fast Company magazine
article, Chip and Dan Heath discussed
“bright spots” and the value of shifting our frame of reference to activities
and concepts that are working. We
have a lot of really smart people in
our association, and their stories—
their bright spots—are illuminating
because they are authentic, real-life
experiences.

Blogging for a Better Future
On January 1, we launched the Future
Ready 365 blog (futureready365.sla.
org) with the intent of taking full advantage of social media to share knowledge, ideas and insights within our
community. These stories will help
members prepare themselves right
now for their desired future.
The plan is to collect one post for
every day of 2011. It’s what’s known as
a BAG—a big audacious goal. To make
Future Ready 365 a success, I need
you to contribute. I make no bones
about it—I am here to recruit you.
Your perspective is unique and valuable. I need you to weigh in and show

the way. I’d like to hear from every corner of the SLA community—vendors,
members and partners.
How can you participate? It’s simple.
Your contribution of 250 words, a handful of images, or an audio or video file
will build a mosaic that offers actionable
insights into the future of our profession
and association.
To help focus your efforts, consider
these questions:
• How are you future ready? What are
you doing to provide exactly what
your clients need, now and in the
future? After all, to provide valueadded intelligence (not just data),
we need to know our customers. We
need to understand not just what
they ask for, but the underlying
need. That predictive skill is what
sets us apart from search engines.
• If you aren’t ready for the future,
what’s getting in the way? If you feel
stuck and can identify the cause, let
your fellow librarians hear about it.
It’s probably something that’s tripping up other members as well.
• Do you have an example from your
job of how you’ve become future
ready? Give yourself a shout-out!
Submit your post to futureready365@
sla.org. We’ll take care of the rest. If
you’d like to post on a specific date, let
us know at least a week in advance of
the day you’ve chosen.
As a community of more than 9,000
information professionals, we have
the opportunity to focus our widely
varied voices on the pursuit of a common goal—to become future ready.
This opportunity will not pass us by
in 2011. SLA
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ETHICS GUIDELINES · USER EXPERIENCE CAUCUS · ‘FUTURE READY’ BLOG
SLA Board Approves
Ethics Guidelines
SLA members are expected to develop
and maintain professional competencies, add value to the information and
knowledge they provide, and inform
their clients or employers of potential
legal violations under a set of ethical
guidelines approved by the association’s board of directors in November.
The guidelines were developed by
SLA’s Information Ethics Advisory
Council (IEAC), which was appointed
prior to the 2009 Annual Conference.
The guidelines are based on codes and
tenets from other library and informa-

tion associations as well as on basic
human rights exemplified in such documents as the United Nations Universal
Declaration of Human Rights and the
constitutions of many countries.
Although the guidelines are not binding, the board expects them to serve as
an anchor for professional conduct in
an environment where organizational
goals and objectives, cultural and societal norms, and technological capabilities are constantly changing, presenting
librarians and information specialists
with many new and complex ethical
challenges.
“The guidelines are intended to help
SLA members frame ethical delibera-

FIGURE 1: SLA Ethics Guidelines
SLA members shall—
1. Act with honesty, fairness and in good faith in serving and providing
value to their employers, clients, and vendors.
2. Provide their employer, organization, or clients with the highest level
of service, by delivering the best sources and services possible within
organizational constraints and by improving the quality of and adding
value to the information and knowledge they provide.
3. Enhance employer success by contributing to the mission, goals,
policies and strategies of the organization.
4. Respect the intellectual property of their employers, clients and
competitors, and within the legal and ethical constraints of the
organization, inform their clients or employers of potential legal and
ethical violations in the provision of sources or services.
5. Honor the privacy, rights, and reputation of individuals and organizations
in the proper use of information content regardless of format or medium,
adhering to the best practices of ensuring confidentiality.
6. Strive for excellence by seeking and maintaining professional knowledge
and competencies in intellectual and information technologies in themselves, their colleagues, their organization and other professionals,
including education for information literacy.
7. Represent themselves accurately concerning their education,
competencies and experience to their employers, clients, colleagues
and other professionals.
8. Avoid conflicts of interest while in the performance of their work.

4
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tion whenever professionally related
ethical problems arise,” the preamble
to the guidelines states. “SLA recognizes that ethical reflection is required
in the application of these guidelines.
In certain situations, ethical values may
be in conflict or may demand that one
ethical value take priority over another,
especially given the diversity of SLA
membership. For example, accountability to society or to the organization
may trump the right to privacy or confidentiality.”
The full preamble to the guidelines
is posted online at www.sla.org/pdfs/
boarddocs/2010/OM1210CCA01_SLA_
Professional_Ethics_Guidelines.pdf.

New Caucus to Examine How
Users Experience Libraries
How do people experience a library or
information center—its physical spaces, services, and digital and physical
collections? A new caucus approved by
the SLA Board of Directors will attempt
to answer that question by providing a
forum for sharing and discussing the
many aspects of user experience and
supporting initiatives to gather data and
anecdotal information on this topic.
The User Experience (UX) Caucus,
which was approved by the board
in November, will examine the ways
library users experience libraries and
how users interact with library staff and
other departments across the organization. By providing structure, advice
and support for surveys and usability
studies, hosting a dynamic discussion
list, and conducting a meeting at the
SLA Annual Conference, the caucus
hopes to embed UX within the culture
of librarianship.
The board approved the caucus for
one year, until January 2012. Existing
SLA members may join the caucus for
$12, half of which will be rebated to the
caucus. Debra Kolah has agreed to act
as the first convener of the caucus.
For more information about the caucus, visit www.sla.org/content/community/units/caucuses/index.cfm.

INSIDE INFO

Blog to Promote ‘Future
Ready’ Theme and Insights
A new blog designed to highlight the
“future ready” theme of SLA President
Cindy Romaine went live on January 1,
with plans to publish a new post every
day this year.
Posts on the Future Ready 365 blog
will answer one or more of the following
questions:
• How are you future ready? What are
you doing to provide just what your
clients need, now and in the future?
• If you are not ready for the future,
what is getting in the way? If you
feel stuck and can identify the reason, write a blog post—it’s probably
something that’s tripping up other
members.
• Do you have an idea or example
from your job of how you’ve become
future ready? If so, share it with others.
To submit a post for a certain date,
please e-mail your suggested post to
futureready365@sla.org at least one
week in advance of the day you’ve
chosen. You can also join the “Future
Ready Begins Today” subgroup of SLA
on LinkedIn. SLA

CLICK
UNIVERSITY
CERTIFICATE PROGRAM
Designed speciﬁcally for

Information Professionals.


Copyright Management

Sign up for a course today.
New classes start in January 2011.

For complete details on all Click University programs visit

www.sla.org/clicku
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SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH · INFORMATION USE IN AFRICA ·
U.S. Leads in Research
on Key Science Topics
Researchers in the United States publish anywhere from one-third to one-half
of all papers on four “hot” topics—
climate change, nanotechnology, stem
cells, and plant biology—according to
an analysis by Elsevier, a publisher of
health and science information.
Using SciVal Spotlight, a tool it
launched in 2009 that employs co-citation analysis to provide a multi-disciplinary perspective of research strengths
and weaknesses, Elsevier identified the
U.S. institutions, non-U.S. institutions,
and countries that published the greatest number of papers from 2005-2009
on key competencies within each of
four topics as follows:
• Plant biology: Plant productivity, quality and disease resistance
through genomics and molecular
mechanisms research.
• Stem cells: Stem cell-based and
other new treatments for chronic
leukemias.

• Nanotechnology: Carbon nanotubes.
• Climate change: Climate modeling
and prediction.
The analysis found that researchers in
the United States published between 35
and 40 percent of the papers on plant
biology, stem cells and nanotechnology
and approximately half of the articles
on climate change. In each area, U.S.
researchers published at least three
times as many papers as their peers in
other countries and at least four times
as many highly cited articles. Across the
four topics, U.S. researchers are incorporating new knowledge more quickly
than the rest of the world by four to
eight months.
For more information about the analysis, visit www.elsevier.com.

Access to Information
Improving in Africa, but
Challenges Remain
A study of four universities in eastern
and southern Africa found that librarians at these institutions have secured

Figure 1: Leading Researchers in Four Scientific Fields
(# of articles in parentheses)

6

Leading Countries

U.S. Institutions

Non-U.S. Institutions

Plant Biology
United States (9,597)
China (2,786)
Japan (2,247)
United Kingdom (2,181)

U.S. Dept. of Agriculture (1,408)
Cornell Univ. (558)
U.C. Davis (476)
Univ. of Florida (386)

INRA (France, 627)
Wageningen Univ. (Netherlands, 332)
John Innes Center (U.K., 326)
Univ. of Tokyo (Japan, 315)

Stem Cells
United States (5,214)
Germany (1,378)
Italy (1,168)
Japan (1,043)

M.D. Anderson (401)
Harvard Univ. (370)
Mayo Clinic (287)
National Cancer Inst. (248)

Karolinska Inst. (Sweden, 218)
Erasmus Univ. (Netherlands, 157)
INSERM (France, 147)
Univ. of Turin (Italy, 136)

Nanotechnology
United States (4,985)
China (1,619)
Japan (1,463)
Germany (1,147)

MIT (188)
Purdue Univ. (175)
U.C. Berkeley (171)
Northwestern Univ. (163)

Japan Science/Tech Agency (216)
Tohoku Univ. (Japan, 200)
Osaka Univ. (Japan, 182)
Tsinghua Univ. (China, 175)

Climate Change
United States (9,211)
United Kingdom (1,684)
China (1,580)
Germany (1,316)

NOAA (1193)
NCAR (666)
NASA Goddard (663)
Colorado State Univ. (431)

Met Office (U.K., 256)
Chinese Acad. of Science (226)
CNR (Italy, 206)
Univ. of Reading (U.K., 206)
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access to a growing number of journals
and other information resources in the
past several years, but many of these
materials are underused by their staff
and students.
The Association of Commonwealth
Universities, a group of approximately 500 schools of higher learning on
five continents, surveyed nearly 250
researchers (academics and postgraduates) and 23 librarians to determine the
availability of the latest peer-reviewed
journals and other scholarly materials
at Chancellor College at the University
of Malawi, the University of Nairobi
in Kenya, the National University of
Rwanda, and the University of Dar es
Salaam in Tanzania. Using 20 leading
journals from major international publishers as a proxy measure, the ACU
judged that the four schools are almost
on a par with most major European
universities. But the journals are rarely
used in research and teaching, for a
multitude of reasons.
For example, the study found that
while most academics have reasonably good computer access, students, particularly postgraduates, do
not. Investments in e-resources have
secured significant content, but without
associated investment in facilities and
training, the money spent on journals
risks being wasted.
Relatively low levels of research
activity, at least of a scholarly nature
(rather than consultancy work), also
help explain the paucity of journal use.
Cultures of research have been eroded
or have been slow to develop in some
faculties, which translates directly into
low demand for journals and a reduced
need to access and explore them.
In addition, the study found limited
awareness of the journals and other
available materials due to low demand
(for students, this can be the result of
little emphasis on journals by their lecturers), insufficient promotion of what is
available, and underdeveloped research
skills. A large number of participants in
the study seemed unaware of the range

INFO NEWS

BOOKLESS LIBRARY · ETC.
of resources available through their
libraries.
Many academics favor one-on-one
research training by librarians, an
approach that is especially time-intensive. Outside formal sessions, online
help services, more user-targeted
Websites, and drop-in sessions or peer
assistants could all be valuable.
The report also asserts that the status
and recognition of librarians within the
university system need to be raised
if they are to do their jobs effectively.
For this to happen, librarians need to
forge stronger relationships with senior
managers and faculties as well as with
staff in information technology to help
make potential users more aware of
how the library can support them and
to improve their understanding of the
university’s needs.
The study report, Growing Knowledge:
Access to Research in East and Southern
African Universities, is available online
at www.acu.ac.uk/growing_knowledge.

President Signs Museum
and Library Bill
U.S. President Barack Obama signed
into law the Museum and Library
Services Act (MLSA) on 22 December
2010, thereby ensuring that funding for
library services and technology would
be maintained at existing levels despite
pressure to reduce federal spending.
Under the law, which passed the U.S.
Senate and the House of Representatives
with support from both Democrats and
Republicans, the functions and personnel of the National Commission
on Libraries and Information Science
will be transferred to the Institute of
Museum and Library Services (IMLS).
The IMLS will continue to administer the many programs in the Library
Services and Technology Act (LSTA)
portion of the bill.
The primary purpose of the act is
to ensure the availability of museum,
library, and information services that
are adequate to meet the essential
information, education, research, eco-

nomic, cultural, and civic needs of the
people of the United States.

Campus Opens Bookless Library
The University of Texas at San Antonio
(UTSA) has opened what it believes is
the first completely bookless library on
a college or university campus in the
United States—the Applied Engineering
and Technology Library, which holds
425,000 e-books and 18,000 e-journal
subscriptions.
The library caters to students in the
College of Sciences and College of
Engineering and is a satellite of the
larger John Peace Library on UTSA’s
main campus. Science and engineering
librarians are available during library
hours to help students.
University officials say the transition
to an electronic library frees library staff
from circulation and reshelving duties,
giving them more time to assist students with research. Publications that
students want to read also are more
accessible because the online format
allows many students to simultaneously
access the same volume.
The library features contemporary
furniture and decor and has 10 desktop
computers, a printer, a scanner, and
five large LCD screens. To support student study sessions and spontaneous
collaboration, the library also contains
a series of group study niches and
three group study rooms outfitted with
whiteboards.
“In this library, we encourage collaboration,” said Krisellen Maloney, UTSA’s
dean of libraries. “We want to hear our
students talking and solving problems
together. This is the beginning of their
training as professional engineers and
scientists.”
UTSA is exploring tactics to take the
bookless concept even further. In the
next few months, the university plans
to start providing pre-loaded collections
of e-books on e-reader devices (such
as iPads and Kindles) for students to
check out and take home. SLA

Info File
Writing for Information Outlook
Information Outlook welcomes queries from authors
about articles of interest to information professionals.
For writer’s guidelines and a current editorial calendar,
see www.sla.org/WriteForiO or write to editor@sla.org.
please allow six to eight weeks for acceptance.
Letters to the Editor
Comments on articles or opinions on any topic
of interest to information professionals may be
submitted as letters to the editor. They should be
sent to editor@sla.org, with a subject line of “letter
to editor.” all letters should include the following:
writer’s name, Sla volunteer title (if applicable),
city and state/province, and phone number. (We
won’t publish the phone number, but we may wish
to call for verifcation.) letters may be edited for
brevity or clarity—or to conform to the publication’s
style. letter writers will have an opportunity to approve extensive editing prior to publication.
Permissions
authors may distribute their articles as photocopies or as postings to corporate intranet or personal
Web sites—for educational purposes only—without
advance permission. in all cases, the reprinted
or republished articles must include a complete
citation and also reference the Url www.sla.org/
content/Shop/information/index.cfm.
For permission to reprint Information Outlook
articles in other publications, write to editor@sla.
org. include the issue in which the article was
published, the title of the article, and a description
of how the article would be used.
Subscriptions
print subscriptions are available for US$ 160 per
year in the United States and US$ 175 outside
the United States. To order a subscription, visit
www.sla.org/merchandise. Click on “publications”
in the left column under “Categories,” then scroll
down to “information Outlook Subscription.”
There is no discount to agencies.
bulk subscription orders may be sent by postal mail
to: information Outlook Subscriptions, 331 South
patrick Street, alexandria, Va 22314, USa. enclose
payment with the order to avoid delays in activation.
Online subscriptions are included with membership
and are not available to non-member subscribers.
Claims
Claims for missing issues should be sent to
subscriptions@sla.org. Claimants should include
full name and address of the subscriber and
volume and issue numbers of missing issues.
provision of additional information—such as purchase date of subscription, check number, invoice/
account number—may reduce processing time.
Membership
inquiries about Sla membership should be sent to
membership@sla.org.
To update your address or other account information, to join Sla, or to renew your membership, go
to www.sla.org/content/membership and select the
appropriate item from the menu in the left column.
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MOBILE APPLICATIONS

In the Middle
of the Market
librarianS anD inFOrmaTiOn prOFeSSiOnalS neeD TO
harneSS mObile DeViCeS anD appliCaTiOnS TO DeliVer
COnTenT When anD Where OUr ClienTS WanT iT.
BY JILL HURST-WAHL

A

t the Thursday breakfast
during the SLA Leadership
Summit, three of us at
a table talked about the
mobile devices sitting in front of us:
two iPhones, an Android and an iPad.
We talked about our communication
needs, the usefulness and functionality
of these devices, and how we’ve integrated mobile technology into our lives.
It was clear from our conversation that
these devices have become an extension of us.
Our current mobile devices, however,
are just the tip of the iceberg. During
the recent International Consumer
Electronics Show in Las Vegas, many
new mobile devices were unveiled.
Mobile technology is a growing area,
and the future of mobile devices is
still being written. Will the devices of
2015 or 2020 look anything like they
do today? Could they evolve to become
more like the devices of our dreams—
for example, the SixthSense technology
developed by Pattie Maes and Pranav
Mistry and demonstrated at TED?
And what will mobile applications

(apps) be like in the future? Apps allow
us to interact with content, change it,
and then push the remixed content out
for others to consume. This is where
Web 2.0 becomes real for more people,
because Web 2.0 is part of the mobile
devices that are essential to their lives.
The devices and apps allow them to put
knowledge to work on demand.
Apps do for us what we do for our
users and clients—connect people with
actionable information. Historically, this
connection occurred on paper and,
more recently, through e-mail. Now our
clients want this information while they
are on the road, at a meeting, or drinking coffee. Increasingly, that information is delivered using apps on mobile
devices. Content is pushed to them (or

pulled by them), where and when they
want it.
We need to become involved in the
development and delivery of the content and apps. We know what type of
content our clients and users should be
receiving, and we understand how they
want that content delivered. We can
help build the conduit (apps) that will
ensure our clients and users can put
information to work in their decisionmaking processes.
Apps equal content, and content is
key to our mission as information professionals. As the app market explodes,
we need to be in the middle of it. Clearly
apps are a part of our future. Let’s
ensure that we’re ready for them. SLA

JILL HURST-WAHL (hurst@hurstassociates.com) is an assistant
professor of practice in Syracuse University’s School of information
Studies and a member of the Sla board of Directors (20112013).
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Ensuring the
Visibility of
Librarians
librarianS COUlD beCOme inViSible On SmarTphOneS UnleSS
They reaCh OUT TO paTrOnS ThrOUgh exiSTing appliCaTiOnS
Or perSUaDe VenDOrS TO CUSTOmize Their appliCaTiOnS.
BY TOM BOONE, JD, MLS

I

n August 2009, ThomsonReuters upset many law librarians by e-mailing a promotion
that asked attorneys, “Are you
on a first-name basis with the librarian? If so, chances are you’re spending too much time at the library.” The
advertisement, promoting ThomsonReuters’ Westlaw database, suggested
that attorneys who spend a lot of time
in the library could improve the quality
and efficiency of their research from
the comfort of their offices by using
Westlaw. Best of all, the pitch claimed,
Westlaw is so easy to use, attorneys
won’t need to ask a librarian for help.
Though the Westlaw ad doesn’t mention mobile technology, its message
reflects a trend that seems inevitable as

smartphone usage continues to grow—
direct interaction between vendors
and patrons will become more commonplace. To remain relevant to the
research workflow, librarians will need
to adapt.

It’s an App World After All
Smartphones continue to increase
in popularity. According to Nielsen
Research, 45 percent of consumers
who purchased cellular phones from
June to November of last year opted
for a smartphone. Nielsen also projects
that smartphones will surpass feature
phones in total users later this year.
The current leader in smartphone
market share is the Apple iPhone,
which accounted for 28.6 percent of

TOM BOONE is a reference librarian and adjunct professor at
loyola law School in los angeles. he also works as a Web
developer, both as a librarian and as a freelance consultant.
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smartphones in use in November 2010.
The iPhone passed the previous market
leader, Blackberry, in the latter half
of 2010, and Google Android phones
should pass Blackberry within the next
month or two (if that hasn’t already happened by the time you read this).
Perhaps more indicative of future
trends are the figures reflecting new
smartphone purchases. During the
June to November 2010 sales window,
purchases of Android phones (40.8
percent) easily surpassed purchases
of both the iPhone (26.9 percent) and
Blackberry (19.2 percent).
With the iPhone and Android positioned to command well over half the
smartphone market for the foreseeable
future, interest in mobile applications
(apps) is at an all-time high. Apple ushered in the app age with its App Store,
which opened in July 2008 and now
contains more than 400,000 downloadable applications. Google’s Android
Market launched in October 2008 and
now includes more than 230,000 applications. Blackberry followed suit with
its own App World in April 2009, but

MOBILE APPLICATIONS

the store, consistent with Blackberry’s
declining market share, contains only
about 15,000 applications to date.
Why are these statistics important
to librarians? As the number of smartphone users (particularly iPhone and
Android users) continues to grow, so,
too, will the number of library patrons
using their cellphones to access electronic information through mobile applications. A few information vendors,
such as SSRN, have already begun
developing mobile applications for the
iPhone and Android application stores,
and more vendors will surely follow.

The Doomsday Scenario
The current library-vendor relationship
works something like this: A library purchases a Web database from a vendor.
To provide patrons access to the database, the library adds a link to it on the
library’s Website. Patrons visit the site
and click the link to the database.
In a mobile environment, patrons
access both the library’s Website and
the database using their phone’s Web
browser rather than the browser on a
desktop or laptop computer. This scenario presents two immediate problems.
First, the library and the vendor probably
designed their Website and database
with a larger viewing device in mind.
The text may be too small for a phone’s
screen, navigational elements might
not be big enough to be tapped with
a thumb or finger, and items designed
to be hovered over with a mouse aren’t
accessible on a touchscreen. Worse,
the software (e.g., Adobe Flash) used to
build these Websites might not function
on some mobile devices.
The second problem is that Webbased databases are limited in their
functionality by what HTML and other
browser-supported technologies allow.
Simply put, Websites are less functional
than applications.
Mobile applications, on the other
hand, don’t have to account for a
browser’s address bar or back button.
They can include pre-loaded data in the
software itself and can push alerts to
a user when certain events occur—for

example, when a message is received,
news headlines are updated, or a touchdown is scored in a football game. For
these reasons, more and more Website
developers are opting for mobile apps in
addition to Websites.
Within the typical smartphone ecosystem, a rise in the number of mobile
apps will result in a decrease in the visibility of librarians. Once a vendor develops a mobile app, library patrons will
download the app onto their phones.
Having done this, they will now only
need to select an icon on their phone’s
desktop to access the database. They’ll
no longer need to visit the library’s
Website to click on the link to the database. The app will still need to authenticate each patron as an approved user
or library customer, but once the necessary credentials are provided on the first
login, that authentication will take place
in the background when the app starts.
This will effectively eliminate any library
branding from the user experience.
Should a patron need help using the
database, the only contact information
provided in the app will be for the database vendor, not the library. Granted,
the assistance a patron receives from
the database vendor may be of lesser
quality than that provided by a librarian.
Still, without a presence in the research
workflow, librarians will be hard-pressed
to make their availability known.
The implications of this decreased visibility could spread beyond the mobile
universe. Both Google and Apple are
already working on projects that could
spread the app culture to larger devices.
Last fall, for example, Google launched
Chrome OS, a desktop operating system in which the computer’s user interface is a Web browser. Any applications
used by the computer would load within
the browser itself.
While a browser-only interface might
seem like a user interface in which
Websites would dominate, thus marginalizing the importance of apps, that’s not
the case. In conjunction with Chrome
OS, Google opened the Chrome Web
Store, a marketplace for applications
that run within the Chrome browser.
As for Apple, the computer maker filed

a patent last August for a touchscreen
desktop computer, and the company’s
support for the spread of apps to larger
machines was made clear by the launch
of its Mac App Store a few weeks ago.
In addition, the advancement of HTML
5 and JavaScript libraries such as jQuery will allow Websites to provide a more
app-like experience.
It’s not hard to imagine that Websites
and apps eventually will become indistinguishable from one another, and
users will favor desktop icons over
Website links to bookmark both
Websites and apps. Thus, regardless
of whether a database releases an app
or sticks with a Website, library patrons
will still bypass any library presence in
the course of their research.
Once vendors establish more direct
relationships with patrons through apps,
a library’s involvement in its users’
online research could be reduced to little more than providing a bank account
to pay for access. Vendors could begin
offering full patron support services as
part of their contracts (in addition to
the minimal customer service offered
through the contact info listed in their
apps). For a small premium, a library
could sign onto this higher level of vendor service. Once a library has enough
support contracts in place, it can begin
downsizing its reference staff and more
than make up for the increased cost of
the databases.
Electronic books, meanwhile, will
become a bigger portion of library content. Assuming the e-book providers
offer searchable content of their own,
the importance of a library’s own catalog will decrease, meaning technical
services librarians can be downsized
right along with their colleagues in the
reference department. A vendor called
Overdrive is already making some of
this happen, offering e-books to library
patrons for their e-readers, computers
and smartphones. Patrons can now
check out books electronically without
ever setting foot in their library.
Continuing down this road, many
libraries could find themselves doing
little more than selecting and paying
for databases. Libraries that answer to
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a parent institution, be it a university,
a business organization or a government, might find it difficult to justify
their continued existence as a separate
department. Once the payment half of
database maintenance is ceded to the
parent institution’s budget office, it’s
not hard to believe the selection half
will follow.
Each of these steps toward librarians’ extinction requires a compromise
in quality. The lack of vendor-neutral research expertise will be missed,
as will the lack of database selection
expertise, but patrons will also enjoy
improved interfaces and expanded content. Parent institutions will enjoy lower
library budgets, thanks to significant
personnel cuts. It’s not impossible to
believe that neither patrons nor administrators will realize anything is missing
from the research process.

Thriving in an App World
Notwithstanding this apocalyptic prophecy, librarians can not only survive but
even thrive as mobile apps continue
their growth. But this may require a
redefinition of what librarians do.
Librarians need to look for ways to
insert themselves into these mobile
apps. This doesn’t mean creating an
app for the library (more on that option
below), but instead using existing apps
to reach out to patrons. Examples of
this approach include Facebook Places
and Foursquare. Both of these services
allow users to “check in” to a place
based on their current location. Using a
phone’s geophysical positioning system
(GPS), the Facebook and Foursquare
apps provide a list of nearby businesses
and other locations. Once checked in,
users can access information about
their current location as well as comments or advice left by other visitors.
While a librarian doesn’t have as
much control over her library’s Places
and Foursquare pages as she does
over her library’s Website, these services provide an opportunity to interact
with patrons. Both allow businesses to
“claim” their page, which grants them
access to the page to add useful infor-
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mation for customers. On Foursquare,
for example, the San Diego Chargers
post information about what time the
stadium opens on game day and advice
to tailgaters on the best places to park.
Perhaps this information is available on
the team’s Website, too, but through
Foursquare the Chargers can reach
people who access information based
not on URLs they type or links they click
but on their physical location.
Another way to insert librarians into
apps is to reach out to vendors early to
suggest app customizations that direct
library patrons to the librarians rather
than to the vendor’s own technical support operators. Because patrons will
need to authenticate their identity in
order to use a vendor’s mobile application, the database app will always know
which library a user is affiliated with and
can display contact information for that
library. Thomson-Reuters already provides similar customized information to
law school customers on its Website, so
this isn’t an unreasonable expectation
for a vendor app.
Another redefinition of librarians’
roles involves looking for unique content from one’s own library and making it electronically available. A library
affiliated with a university department,
for example, could digitize the department’s historical archives for easier
access by future researchers. Librarians
could also work with scholarly journals
or magazines at their school to make
these publications available on the Web
in an open access format. Librarians
within business organizations may be
able to put certain business records on
the company’s intranet for access by
approved users. Government librarians
can digitize administrative records, legal
materials, or brochures for citizens. In
all these scenarios, librarians would
become content providers on an equal
footing with vendors and would create
apps that would sit alongside other
databases on patrons’ smartphones.
For many librarians, another option—
working for a vendor—would be the
most difficult to consider. If information vendors are going to interact with
library patrons, and if vendors are going
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to offer increased levels of database
support, someone has to represent the
vendor in these interactions. Someone
also has to organize information within
the mobile apps. Why not librarians?
The research and informational expertise possessed by librarians could be
invaluable to vendors as they expand
their mobile presence.

Mobile is Change is Inevitable
As library patrons become more dependent on smartphones, there’s little
doubt that the content they seek will
become available in mobile formats.
Librarians must anticipate and accept
this change to survive it. In the short
term, this might mean little more than
using existing social media sites on
which patrons already seek library information. Librarians might also look for
other small ways to integrate mobile
technology, such as replacing library
cards with bar codes displayed on
patrons’ smartphones.
In the long term, however, the challenges facing librarians are more significant. Without taking an active role
in the expansion of mobile applications,
librarians could see their own visibility shrink and their jobs disappear as
administrators look for ways to offset the
cost of electronic content. Digital content development, both for libraries and
vendors, is an option librarians need to
consider. Librarians also need to recognize that patrons’ continuing need for
research support alone will not ensure
the survival of their profession.
If librarians are not visible in research
apps, patrons will go to vendors to get
help. But if librarians are willing to redefine their roles in the research process,
they can not only survive, but thrive, in
the mobile world. SLA
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Library Mobile
Applications: What
Counts as Success?
eValUaTing The perFOrmanCe OF mObile TeChnOlOgieS iS Challenging,
bUT librarianS neeD TO COmmiT TO SeTTing expeCTaTiOnS anD COUnTing
TranSaCTiOnS anD inTeraCTiOnS.
BY BRUCE WASHBURN

What’s really important right now is to
get the mobile architecture right. Mobile
will ultimately be the way you provision
most of your services. The way I like to
put it is, the answer should always be
mobile first.
—Eric Schmidt, in Ha (2010)

W

e’ve been hearing
and reading similar
statements about the
approaching dominance of mobile technology for a while
now. But there’s little evidence yet from
library mobile applications (apps) of a
dramatic sea change in how our users
are finding us and using our services.
Is that due to over-hyped expectations
about this transition, or does it have

more to do with the mobile library applications we’re building or the metrics we
apply to counting how they are used? Or
is mobile technology a wave that continues to build but isn’t quite here yet?
To answer these and related questions, we need to determine what we
mean by library. When we talk about
library mobile apps, the word library
could mean several different things. It
could mean—
• Just the library catalog;
• The catalog plus other services provided by the library;
• The preceding services plus other
services available from the institution
of which the library is one part; or
• The ways in which library resources
are made visible in applications con-

structed by those outside the library.
Some library mobile apps concentrate on the library catalog. Search and
discovery of the catalog can sometimes
be implemented relatively quickly, particularly if the system that supports the
Website for the catalog offers an out-ofthe-box mobile solution.
In some recent surveys of mobile
users of library services, the library catalog was not the most used or desired
service. Other services, such as the
ability to verify library hours, reserve
a study room or computer, check out
materials, pay fines, and read electronic
resources, were just as important (in
most cases, much more important) as
searching the library catalog. It may
be especially critical for special librar-

BRUCE WASHBURN is a software engineer in the San mateo, California, office of OClC research. he has worked in and for
libraries for 30-plus years and currently works on a range of research projects, including data analysis, Web service development,
and discovery system prototyping. he has a special interest in mobile technologies and recently helped develop an experimental
mobile Web application for OClC’s WorldCat.org. he can be reached at bruce_washburn@oclc.org.
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ies to provide mobile access to users’
accounts so they can view the status of checked-out materials, check
current awareness lists, and obtain
direct access to online resources from
a mobile device.
Some library apps do a particularly
good job of delivering these commonly used, often-requested features in
the mobile context. While access to
the catalog is still present, quick status checks, information lookups, and
mobile contacts are also highly visible
in these apps.

that context now, and it’s for that community and context that many mobile
applications are geared.
You can see some of this at play in
the mobile applications that are now
becoming widely used for academic
class registration. If you can quickly
check to see what classes are still available and who among your friends might
be enrolled or may have advice to offer,
and if you can register no matter where
you are as long as you have a mobile
device and a network, you’ve experienced something that is ideally suited to
the mobile context. In fact, the experi-

Figure 1: The Hype Cycle

SOURCE: Jeremykemp at en.wikipedia. Released under the GNU Free Documentation License.

The Mobile Context, in Context
As devices and networks evolve, the
distinctions between a computing experience that one would consider “mobile”
and one that isn’t are beginning to
blur. The phrase mobile context has
come to characterize the intersection
of a person’s location, social network
connections, mobile device attributes,
time, and preferences. While it may be
true, as Eric Schmidt says, that “mobile
will be the way you provision most of
your services,” it probably is not true
that users of your services will always
be on the move, relying exclusively on
mobile devices such as iPhones, iPads,
Android phones, and Blackberrys.
However, many people are working in
14

ence might not be as effective using a
more fully featured application—in this
case, less is more.
So, before determining how to evaluate and measure the use of our mobile
applications, we should be asking hard
questions about whether the applications we’re developing make sense in
a given mobile context. Considering the
mobile context early in an application’s
development can help clarify its most
important features.

In the Trough of Disillusionment
While assessing the mobile context in
which your users may connect with
your library is an important part of the
planning behind a mobile offering, it is
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also important to temper your expectations. Particularly with newer technologies for which there are high hopes, it
can be easy to get swept up in the
excitement.
The Hype Cycle is a way to evaluate
the maturity and adoption of various
technologies. Developed by Gartner,
Inc., the Hype Cycle (see Figure 1)
includes these stages:
• Technology Trigger: An event that
generates significant interest, such
as a product launch.
• Peak of Inflated Expectations:
Created when publicity generates
unrealistic expectations; results in
some successful applications, but
even more failures.
• Trough of Disillusionment: A period
during which failure to meet expectations leads to dismay.
• Slope of Enlightenment: Although
the technology is no longer the
subject of frenzied attention, some
businesses continue to work with it
and learn its benefits and practical
applications.
• Plateau of Productivity: The technology’s benefits can be shown and are
accepted. Later generations of the
technology are more stable.
Where do library mobile apps fall
on this curve? In my view, they are
somewhere on the downward slope of
the Trough of Disillusionment. That’s a
period in the cycle when consolidation
is occurring, and we’re seeing some
of that with the advent of commercial
and open source solutions for providing
native and mobile Web apps. Although
success metrics for library mobile
apps aren’t universally understood and
acknowledged, obvious success stories
are not numerous yet.
This point on the Hype Cycle follows
a period when expectations for adoption and success may have been raised
to an unrealistically high level. There is
certainly much enthusiasm and interest in the library community about
mobilizing library resources—it’s been
there, frankly, for years. From what
we can see so far, however, there isn’t
corresponding evidence of widespread
adoption and use of the results of those
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development efforts. At best, these
applications may be partially displacing
use that otherwise would have occurred
through a desktop application; at worst,
they may not be delivering fully on the
expected promise, or they may even be
missed or ignored.
The idea that the path from innovation
to adoption of a technology isn’t linear,
but instead looks more like an S-curve,
isn’t original to Gartner. Here’s Paul
Saffo (1991) discussing the concept:
... it is tempting to wish that this cycle of
expectation and disappointment could
be avoided. In fact, the cycle is an
essential part of the innovation process.
It is a collective measure of our goals,
and the distance that must be traversed
in order to realize them.
So, what does success look like? I
think the coffee bar Webcam available through the North Carolina State
University Libraries mobile interface (at
right) is a near-perfect mobile application. It takes the mobile context into
account and delivers an easy-to-access
utility that provides real value.
If you’re a student working in the D.
H. Hill Library and need a cup of coffee
but are pressed for time, you’d like to
know if there’s a line at the coffee bar.
This app understands that need and
context and delivers a simple solution:
a Webcam shows the line and produces
a feed that can be embedded on a Web
page, and a mobile version of the Web
page is a click away from the home
page of the library’s mobile Web app.
Does the app help you find something on the shelf, check out a book,
or read an electronic resource? No, but
it makes for a better stay in the library.
In fact, early statistics presented by the
app’s developers showed that connections to this page accounted for about
40 percent of all mobile page views.
Although this application comes from
an academic library environment, the
pattern it represents is common. All
types of libraries maintain physical,
real-world resources that experience
fluctuating demand, and a quick mobile
view of that demand can add quite a bit
of operational efficiency.

View from coffee bar Webcam in D.H. Hill
Library at North Carolina State University.

Mobile Success Metrics
Evaluating the success of most mobile
technologies is rarely so straightforward, however. Mobile metrics are challenging. And because applications and
mobile technologies are evolving in
tandem, it can be difficult to determine
how best to measure what’s working
and what isn’t.
While I won’t address specific applications and practices for measuring
and evaluating the use of library mobile
applications, I will say that the following
strategies have been useful for OCLC
and others:
Set your expectations and measure
whether they are being met. You can
best determine the levels of use that
would, in your view, justify delivering a
mobile application. Find ways to measure those use levels to see whether
they meet your threshold. We’ve seen
mobile applications that get only 1
percent of the use of their “desktop”
application counterparts, but in certain
contexts that level of use may meet
expectations and be sufficient to justify
the mobile effort.
Don’t rely on non-mobile metrics
for mobile apps. It’s common to count
page views when evaluating a conventional Web application, but that can
be problematic for mobile Web apps.
Effective mobile applications often try

to reduce the number of pages that
need to be loaded and viewed so as to
speed up response times and reduce
users’ data costs. User studies can help
determine whether users are getting to
needed information more quickly.
Be smart about what you count.
Looking at the information architecture
of the mobile app and the key deliverables it intends to provide can help
determine what sorts of transactions
should be counted. For example, if
the application intends to make it easy
for people to reserve a computer in
the library, then count those transactions and the range of users that take
advantage of that feature using your
mobile app. If the app offers a new kind
of library service or one that is not yet
available on the desktop application,
ensure that your analytics have a way
of counting those interactions.

When the Wave Arrives
While waiting for a flight to depart, you
decide you want to see which new
journal articles in your area of interest
are available from your corporate library
and download some of them for in-flight
reading. On the way home from work,
you suddenly realize that you need to
check whether you have any materials that are due to be returned to the
library, so you can remember to bring
them with you the next day. These are
two everyday scenarios that could be
handled now by a mobile application.
So, if your library doesn’t have a
mobile presence yet, there is already
sufficient reason to consider one. But
as expectations and capabilities evolve,
it will be important to take a careful
look at how your selected approach is
doing, and to reconsider and try other
approaches if necessary. SLA
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Handheld Mobile
Device Support
and Training
phySiCianS rely heaVily On mObile TeChnOlOgy, anD One meDiCal library
haS FOUnD ThaT iT Can prOViDe a ValUable SerViCe by Training phySiCianS
hOW TO COnFigUre Their DeViCeS anD inSTall anD USe appliCaTiOnS.
BY MARK GENTRY, MA, MLS

T

he era of the handheld
mobile device began in earnest around 15 years ago
with the introduction of the
Palm Pilot. Commonly referred to as
personal digital assistants or PDAs, they
quickly developed a strong following in
many areas of business and education.
Acceptance of these devices was
especially high in the field of health care
and in medical education. While the
standard personal information management (PIM) functions—address book,
calendar, to-do list and memo—were
useful, the biggest draws for many in
the health care arena were third party
applications. These ranged from simple
freeware calculators to commercially
produced drug databases, electronic

versions of clinical handbooks, and
disease/condition databases.
Clinicians and clinicians in training
are regular consumers of information
in the course of their daily practice.
Many of them rely on mobile devices
to rapidly look up medical information,
even when they are in settings where
computers are relatively accessible.
The precise level of mobile device
ownership among physicians and other
health care professionals is difficult
to measure, but it is substantial and
continues to grow. A 2006 systematic
review of surveys of PDA use by health
care providers reported that the overall
adoption rate ranged from 45 percent
to 85 percent. Surveys of residents and
students indicate similar or even higher

rates of ownership among residents and
senior medical students (Garritty and El
Emam 2006). With the recent explosion
in smartphone sales, the adoption rate
of academic medical centers may be
approaching 100 percent.

Reputation for Reliable Help
The Cushing/Whitney Medical Library
at Yale University began formal PDA
education and support efforts in 2004.
For several years prior to that, physicians and students would come into
the library seeking advice on the best
medical software and assistance with
configuring devices and installing
applications. Mobile device technical
assistance and advice from the univer-
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sity’s IT Department was limited, so we
decided to do what we could to bridge
this gap for our users.
Many of our questions came from
medical students in their third year of
study who had just purchased, or were
contemplating purchasing, a PDA. As
at most medical schools, the first two
years at the Yale School of Medicine
center on a predominantly classroombased curriculum. Students make a
dramatic transition to practical training
in hospital wards, operating room suites
and physician offices in their third year,
and this is traditionally the time when
they are looking for advice about, and
assistance with, a mobile device.
The orientation to the third year of
medical school at Yale is an intensive
two- to three-week series of lectures
and practicums, including a session
on clinically oriented library resources.
In 2004 we began offering a one-hour
module focusing on PDA hardware,
basic PDA functions, and medical software. A survey of students attending the
sessions found that just over half had a
PDA, of which two-thirds were Palm OS
devices and the remainder PocketPCs.
A faculty member and I recruited 15
students from the class into a PDA user
pilot group. We provided medical software, technical assistance and training,
and a forum for the exchange of ideas.
Feedback from this group helped focus
our efforts in the areas of mobile device
education, software licensing and support in subsequent years.
Beginning the next year we offered
a class to rising third-year students
that focused on hardware options, the
basic PIM functions of a PDA, medical
software, and how the devices might be
useful in clinical rotations. We offered
additional assistance, primarily on a
one-to-one basis, following the classes.
Demand for staff time grew as the number of users and use of medical applications increased, and the library gained a
reputation as a place where users could
receive reliable assistance. We got what
we asked for and were happy for it.
In 2006, we began to offer optional
drop-in sessions several days after the
lecture on mobile devices. More than

Taming the technical interface can
sometimes turn into an end in itself, and
that is not the best role for librarians.
half of the class attended one of the two
sessions, reducing (though by no means
eliminating) the demand for one-on-one
help requests. Although these sessions
were often a hectic three hours for the
library staff, they were effective and well
received by students.
Our initial successes with medical
students led us to expand our education and support efforts to other
students as well as faculty and staff.
We took a similar approach with our
Physician Associates Program students
when they transitioned to the clinical
segment of their two-year program.
Information and training for students in
our School of Nursing was provided in
optional lecture venues. In both cases,
hands-on sessions were offered and
well attended.
We provide instruction and support
to other groups in a variety of contexts. Educational sessions often focus
on information resources of particular
interest to a certain group, such as
medical residents or faculty in a particular department or program. We have
also offered hands-on sessions for specific departments. We schedule classes
at times convenient for users, with most
physician sessions held in the late afternoon or early evening.
Since 2006, we have conducted
an online survey of medical students
toward the end of their third year. The
survey response rate has averaged 47
percent. Between half and three-fourths
of respondents have reported attending one of the group hands-on sessions, and only two individuals during
those four years have failed to rate the
experience as either “very valuable” or
“somewhat valuable.”
Individual assistance remains an
important component of support. The
number of respondents reporting they
sought individual assistance from a staff
member over the four years averaged

75 percent, from a high of 91 percent
in the May 2008 survey to a low of
62 percent in the May 2010 survey.
These surveys also informed our collection development decisions by asking
students to rank resources from most
useful to least useful.
Our educational and support efforts
are not limited to in-person contact.
Questions frequently come to us
through e-mail or the telephone, and
many can be resolved in this manner.
The Medical Library’s Website contains extensive information on hardware
options, recommended software and
other information of interest to mobile
device users in the health care field.
We link to Yale resources related to
mobile device security and regulations
governing the storage of patient data
on mobile devices. Our instructional
design librarian has produced several
online video training modules on mobile
device issues, such as installing specific software applications and how to
configure our institution’s VPN for the
iPhone (www.med.yale.edu/library/education/guides/mobile).
We also offer a mobile home page
(www.med.yale.edu/library/m)
formatted for small form factor devices.
Resources listed on the page emphasize Web-based resources that are specifically optimized for mobile devices
or that work reasonably well with most
devices.
It is always a challenge to keep
Websites fresh and current, and the
pace of change in mobile device hardware and applications makes this especially difficult. We have also found it
challenging to provide enough support
information for relatively unsophisticated Web users while keeping pages from
getting too bloated with information and
driving away relatively savvy users. (It is
important to have this information available for users who either cannot or will
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not come to the library for a class or a
personal consultation.)

Still a Need for Education
The mobile device landscape has
changed dramatically in the last few
years with the explosion of smartphones
in general and Apple’s iPhone and
iPod Touch in particular. The number and sophistication of applications
(apps) and extended capabilities like
higher-speed data connections, video
chat and streaming video make these
mobile devices appear to be generations beyond the 2GB monochrome
Palms our students were buying in
2004. Back then, the transition to the
clinical years was the leading motivation
for students to purchase a PDA. A $300
device was considered a major purchase, and users hoped to keep them
running as long as possible.
With the two-year replacement cycle
offered today by many mobile phone
carriers, and given the rapid pace of
technological change, many users now
assume they will discard a still-functioning smartphone after two years or less.
Many consider a powerful smartphone
with full data capability a necessity, not
a luxury.
These trends are reflected in a survey
of rising third-year students in June
2009, which found that 70 percent of
the class owned some type of handheld
mobile device (either a smartphone or
a PDA). Three-quarters of them had an
iPhone or iPodTouch, with Blackberry,
Palm OS and Windows Mobile devices
accounting for the remainder. While a
number of students have purchased
Android devices in the past year or two,
Apple devices are clearly the dominant
platform in our institution, and their
position will undoubtedly be solidified
with the February 2011 release of the
iPhone on the Verizon network.
So, do iPhones and other user-friendly touchscreen devices negate the need
for support? Are the many studies from
the past decade demonstrating the
importance of training and support for
mobile device users still relevant in
today’s environment (see De Groote
and Doranski 2004; Garritty and El
18

MOBILE TERMINOLOGY
The term handheld mobile device refers to a device small enough to fit in a
pocket, with sufficient computing power to run a variety of applications, a long
battery life, and an input method that can be accomplished when the device is
held in the user’s hands. Personal digital assistant, or PDA, refers to a variety
of older devices that do not have a phone. PDAs are mostly in the device graveyard, although the iPod Touch could reasonably be considered the last of the
PDAs. I use the term smartphone rather narrowly to refer to an integrated
device with PDA functionality, capable of running third-party applications and
a mobile phone.

Emam 2006; Guerrieri and Kokinova
2009; Vogel, Gracely, Kwon, and
Maulitz 2009)?
I believe there is still a need for education and support for mobile devices
in our institution. With relatively fewer
issues surrounding purchasing hardware and loading software, we can
focus more attention on information
resources in our educational sessions.
This is what we had always wanted to
do in the first place, but the demands
of the earlier generations of technology
required us to spend more time getting
everyone up and running first.
Some of the studies cited previously
identify “difficulty of use” as a barrier
to both initial adoption and frequency
of use. In our experience, the general
increase in user familiarity with smartphone technology, improved device
interfaces, and the relative ease of adding and updating applications have all
contributed to less demand for support
from the library. At the same time, the
multi-functional devices we see today
have a staggering number of options
and bells and whistles. While user
interfaces have improved, they are not
intuitive to all.
The “digital natives” of the millennial generation, to which nearly all of
our students and residents belong, are
not universally comfortable and facile
with technology, according to several
recent studies (Bennett, Maton, and
Kervin 2008). My colleagues and I
have encountered a number of students unfamiliar with even the basic
functions of their devices. Many mobile
users, especially those with Blackberry
devices, are not aware their device uses
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a memory card and that it is required
to install large information resources.
There is also a good deal of confusion
over the meaning of the term wireless.
We have encountered students and
residents who did not realize that their
iPod Touch has many of the same
capabilities as the vaunted iPhone, particularly in an environment where WiFi
is ubiquitous and robust.
Our students are not alone. A 2008
survey of medical students at the
University of Alberta concluded that
35 percent “were still trying to figure
out their device,” and a subsequent
focus group found that some had simply given up trying to understand it.
Technical problems were not limited to
program installation but also included
configuring and using WiFi and e-mail
(Chatterley and Chojecki 2010). The
issues they had with Palm and Windows
Mobile devices are not that different
from the issues we have today with the
newer generation of mobile devices.
Taming the technical interface can
sometimes turn into an end in itself,
and that is not the best role for librarians. We need to be mediators of the
technology. But when the institutional
support is just not there, we do what we
need to do to bring quality information
to our users in the place, time and format they require. Spending less time on
technical support and hardware training
allows us to put more emphasis on software and how to best utilize available
resources in different settings.

Open to New Ways
Handheld mobile devices deliver cur-

MOBILE APPLICATIONS

rent, high-quality resources in a predictable and familiar format, providing
physicians and students with the tools
they need to support their clinical decisions at the point of care. Librarians who
are familiar with information resources,
technology, and the needs of their users
can play an important role in integrating
information about these devices into the
educational and work processes of their
users. Training and support should be
tailored to meet the specific needs of
the targeted group. Students should
be exposed to the technology and the
information resources at the time they
need to use them.
It is important to provide different
educational options to accommodate
the learning styles, schedules and levels
of sophistication of users. At Yale, we
have been able to do this by offering
didactic sessions along with optional
hands-on assistance in both group and
individual forums. We tailor sessions
to faculty in specific disciplines so we
can highlight resources and tools of

particular interest to them. We maintain
detailed information on our Website and
offer visually appealing, step-by-step
videos online.
In all of our efforts, we have sought
feedback from our users through formal
surveys and informal settings and have
used their comments and suggestions
to improve our teaching and support.
We continue to be open to new ways of
supporting the information needs of our
students, faculty and staff. Next up for
us: iPad support in the classroom and
in the clinical setting. SLA
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10 Questions:
Dru Frykberg
her Career aS a repOrTer leD DrU Frykberg TO beCOme beTTer
aCqUainTeD WiTh librarieS anD The ValUable SerViCeS They prOViDe.
BY STUART HALES

L

ibraries generally aren’t
viewed as economic engines,
but as the economic recession deepened during 2009
and 2010, many libraries became de
facto employment centers. Job seekers crowded into public libraries to
take advantage of free computer and
Internet access, which enabled them to
search job listings, create resumés and
cover letters, and contact employers.
Dru Frykberg, the new presidentelect of the SLA Minnesota Chapter,
is actively involved in assisting those
who are looking for work, but she also
helps those seeking to hire. She’s the
librarian for the Minnesota Department
of Employment and Economic
Development (DEED), which helps promote business and workforce development within the state. The position at
DEED completes a trifecta of sorts for
Dru, who has also been a public librarian and an academic librarian.
Information Outlook spoke to Dru
in December, when economic activity increases in anticipation of the
Christmas holidays.
20

Q: How long have you been with the
Minnesota Department of Employment
and Economic Development (DEED)?
I started working at DEED in July 2006,
so I’ve been here almost five years. My
title is librarian, and my main focus is
supporting the information needs of our
1,500 employees located throughout
the state.
The employees are our primary clientele, but the library is also open
to the public. Our public users are
mostly interested in pursuing exporting opportunities. DEED includes the
Minnesota Trade Office, which is the
point of contact for people who want to
expand their business internationally. I
help the Minnesota Trade Office assist
these people by showing them how
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to conduct research on countries and
markets.
DEED also includes 49 workforce
centers located around the state. The
workforce centers are designed for job
seekers and businesses wanting to hire
workers. They have research areas that
job seekers can use—there are computers for searching jobs, creating resumés
and submitting applications, and books
about writing cover letters and preparing for interviews. But the centers aren’t
libraries per se.
My library serves the workforce center staff who assist these clients. For
example, we provide information to help
staff members develop workshops.
Q: This sounds like what many public

STUART HALES is publications editor at Sla and editor of
Information Outlook.

libraries are experiencing—people who
are out of work are using local libraries
as makeshift offices, creating resumés
on the computers and sending e-mails
to prospective employers. What does
a workforce center offer that a public
library doesn’t?
The advantage of the workforce centers
is that people can receive individual
assistance on such things as how to
use our job bank, MinnesotaWorks.
net, and participate in workshops about
networking and using social media. The
disadvantage of workforce centers is
that they don’t have as many computers
as most public libraries, and they aren’t
open as many hours as most public
libraries.
I’ve tried to help facilitate a partnership between the workforce centers
and public libraries so they can work
together. That’s one of the projects I’ve
been working on this past year—starting a conversation between the public
libraries and DEED as well as promoting DEED’s services and resources to
librarians.
Q: Workforce assistance services are
especially helpful during economic
recessions, but that’s also when governments cut budgets, and libraries are
often among the first programs to go
under the knife. How has the recession
affected your library?
Probably the biggest impact I’ve felt

is that my former colleague, who was
a full-time librarian as well, retired in
January 2009. She left during a hiring freeze, so she was never replaced.
Instead, the agency opted—and I’ve
been grateful for this—to hire a digital
information specialist who has a library
degree.
This specialist does a lot of things for
the agency, including developing a digital library and overseeing our Facebook
and Twitter presences. But at the same
time, the library also lost a full-time
librarian who was on the front lines providing research assistance. So I’m now
the only full-time librarian at DEED.

All of this was before the Internet,
so getting background information
required making phone calls or taking
a trip to the local library. If you were
lucky, your newspaper would have a
really good in-house library, but the
newspapers I worked for didn’t have
one. Nowadays, newspapers are eliminating their libraries, but I still think
it would be a dream job to work as a
librarian for a news organization. I really
hope that news operations come up
with new business models that could
make them more profitable and allow
them to invest in people who gather and
vet information and help contribute to a
quality product.
Anyway, it was through reporting that
I developed an appreciation for, and an
interest in, libraries. So, after I finished
my reporting career, I went back to
school for my library degree.
When I graduated, I worked at the
Lake County Public Library in Indiana.
I started as a reference librarian, then
managed one of the branches. I was
there for about five years. I left Indiana to

Q: As a college undergraduate, you
majored in journalism and criminal justice. Did you do anything professionally
in those fields, and what prompted you
to switch to library science?
When I was attending college, students in the journalism program were
required to have a double major to provide expertise in a certain subject area.
I opted for criminal justice because I
thought it would prepare me to cover the
police beat and the
courts.
After graduation, I
worked as a reporter
in Nebraska for some
community newspapers. Through my
reporting, I developed
an interest in libraries
because I was covering city government,
and some communities at that time were Dru Frykberg meets with her supervisor, Neal Young, director of DEED’s
Analysis Unit.
doing exciting things
with libraries like raising money for new
go to Iowa State University, where I was
buildings and planning automation projthe librarian for the Greenlee School of
ects. Libraries were always invaluable to
Journalism and Communication. From
me as a reporter because I knew I could
there I went to DEED.
always turn to them to verify the spelling
of a word or quickly provide informaQ: How did you hear about SLA, and
tion, such as the time we needed inforwhen and why did you join?
mation about Hepatitis A because the
I heard about SLA when I was at Iowa
newspaper had just found out about a
State. I credit my predecessor there,
hepatitis outbreak right before the news
Susan Lerdal, who was very involved in
deadline.
SLA, for encouraging me to check it out
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and join what was then just becoming
the Iowa Chapter of SLA.
I went to my first SLA Annual
Conference in Los Angeles in 2002,
and I remember being just blown away
by the programming. At that time, I
was working at the Greenlee School,
and I was assisting students who were
majoring in journalism and advertising and public relations. Being able to
learn from information professionals at
advertising agencies and newspapers
and other news media was just what I
needed.
Q: You’ve been a longtime member of
both the Advertising and Marketing
Division and the Business and Finance
Division. What benefits have you
enjoyed by being a member of these
divisions?
My agency, DEED, is all about marketing Minnesota—getting people to move
here and work here, and encouraging
businesses to locate and expand in
Minnesota—so I have a strong interest in advertising and marketing. That
division has been especially helpful to
me because it’s an easy group to get
to know and become involved in their
activities. The discussion list and conference programming have kept me up
to speed on the marketing resources
that are invaluable to those in the field.
The division has also helped me in
terms of marketing the DEED library
and keeping co-workers aware of our
services. The library is always part of
new employee orientations, and we also
host an open house for new hires to
introduce ourselves and answer questions. In addition, we publish what we
call DEED Library Alerts, which are
e-mail newsletters that go out to specific employee groups. There are about
22

17 of these—for example, there’s one
for social media marketing and one
about the green economy. These alerts
have been very popular—I’ve found
that after we send them out, we get a
lot of requests and reference questions,
which we love.
We also offer workshops and
Webinars as part of our “Get SearchSavvy” series. These are usually concise sessions about things like how
to use a database or Twitter. These
sessions allow us to share information,
contribute to professional development,
and promote the library and help keep
it relevant to people.
Ultimately, the best marketing tactic is
delivering excellent customer service—
responding quickly and accurately and
following up. I really believe that when
you have a successful transaction with a
colleague, it has a snowball effect. That
person is going to rely on you again and
tell his or her co-workers about you.
As for the Business and Finance
Division, I joined it when I started working at DEED because there is definitely
a business librarianship component to
what I do here. I figured the division
would help get me up to speed on business research resources and strategies.
It really has been quite useful to me,
because I can turn to people in the division when I need help.
For example, when my agency was
trying to obtain a list of the top private
companies in the United States, I was
able to turn to another division member, Anne Mintz, who at the time was
the librarian at Forbes. She put me in
touch with that list and actually worked
with her colleagues to reformat the list
in a way that would be most helpful to
me. So being in this division and in the
Advertising and Marketing Division has
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As a public librarian or an academic
librarian, much of your time is spent
teaching other people to conduct their
own research. In my role at DEED, people
turn to me to do research for them.

Dru Frykberg interviews personal trainer Ramon
Aycart for an article on fitness careers. She
writes for Minnesota Economic Trends, a quarterly publication published by DEED.

helped me get to know people I can
turn to when I have questions.
Q: You’ve been a public librarian and
an academic librarian, and now you’re
a government librarian. How would you
compare and contrast these experiences?
What I especially like about my current job is that a lot of people become
librarians because they’re interested in
working with information and they enjoy
research, but as a public librarian or
an academic librarian, much of your
time is spent teaching other people to
conduct research. In my role at DEED,
people turn to me to do research for
them. I like being able to jump in and
get my hands dirty researching a topic.
Also, in this setting, I’ve really been
able to get to know my clients. I guess
that can be done in other settings, but
here I’m working with them as colleagues, collaborating on projects and
attending meetings together. This gives
me a good opportunity to identify the
information needs within the agency
and show co-workers my worth and
value.

Q: As you look down the road, what do
you think you’ll need to learn to stay
on the leading edge of the information
profession?
Staying on top of technology is a constant need. In the years ahead, I think
there’s going to be even more of a
demand to communicate and share
information with colleagues wherever
they happen to be. Right now, my colleagues have Blackberries and I can
share information with them through
my e-mail account, but at some point
we’ll probably want to consider being
able to text back and forth via smartphone and make our online resources
more accessible to mobile technology.
I’m in kind of an interesting situation,
because many of my colleagues are
analysts—regional analysts, economic
analysts, labor market analysts—so I
haven’t been called upon to provide
analyses like I think some information
professionals are asked to do. But this
doesn’t mean that I won’t be asked to
do this in the future, to take the information I find to a deeper level. So that’s
an area of expertise I know I’ll want to
keep an eye on.

Dru Frykberg attends the SLA chapter/division Leadership Summit primer conference call to prepare
for the 2011 SLA Leadership Summit, which was held in January in Washington, D.C.
Photo by Judy Parker (DEED)

Q: The SLA Alignment Project encourages information professionals to integrate their libraries into the business
objectives of the organization and to
speak the language of executives. How
well do you think those recommendations apply to librarians in government
settings?
I think they’re just as valuable in government settings as they are in private
enterprise. Within our agency, we have
a mission and goals and objectives,
just as businesses do. It’s important for
the library to support that mission and
those goals and objectives.
One of the things I took away from the
findings of the Alignment Project was
the need to speak the same language
throughout the organization. When it
came time for me to write the annual
report for the library, mirroring the
language of the agency’s mission was
important.
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Dru Frykberg discusses the development of a digital library with colleague Brooke Roegge. Roegge,
who is creating the digital library, is a librarian who works as a digital information specialist for
DEED.

Q: You worked as a reporter for a few
years. If you were covering the library
beat today, what would you write about?
What “scoop” would you share with
your readers?
Librarians are all about helping people
work smarter and faster. I often get
asked by people why a government
agency needs a library, and I explain
that we’re here to provide information
to help the agency’s employees do their
jobs. We collect information, evaluate
it, and make it accessible. Having an

information professional on staff to do
these things saves time and improves
the end result of your work.
Just today I heard from a client who
said my research services freed him
to do other value-added work, such as
pursuing grants and developing new
programs and partnerships. He is preparing two grant applications, and he
said the literature review would be the
easiest part of the process because of
the articles and reports the library has
already provided him. SLA
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PRISON LIBRARIES

Library Services in
Correctional Settings
alThOUgh The WOrk enVirOnmenT iS Challenging,
COrreCTiOnal SeTTingS OFFer librarianS an OppOrTUniTy
TO make a prOFOUnD DiFFerenCe in peOple’S liVeS.
BY AILEEN M.J. MARSHALL, MA

A

lthough the United States
is home to fewer than 5
percent of the world’s
people, it houses almost
25 percent of the world’s prisoners. In
2008, for example, the United States had
a total prison population of 2,304,115,
whereas China, the country with the
second-largest inmate population, had
1,620,000 in mid-2009 (King’s College
London 2010).
Jails and state and federal prisons
in the United States are overcrowded,
and every year more people enter the
country’s correctional system. Once the
gates close behind them, they are virtually cut off from the world. They become
part of a sub-society that is often poor
and powerless, and the correctional
facilities that house them often fail
to provide adequate rehabilitation programs. (During the current economic
recession, many jail and prison staff
who do not perform security duties and
are employed as educators and counselors have lost their jobs.)
Providing meaningful and sufficient
access to educational and other information materials plays a vital role in
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the rehabilitation of offenders. Reading
and talking to others can help stimulate
the mind and keep people from feeling lonely and helpless and even from
going insane (Sutherland 1997). Many
offenders turn to religious or spiritual
books while incarcerated to help them
achieve clarity and find purpose in their
lives. This fosters critical thinking about
decisions they are facing and possible outcomes once they are released
(American Library Association 2007).
The United States and Canada, as
well as the United Kingdom and the
Scandinavian countries, have identified the need for prisoner access to
educational and recreational reading
materials and have adopted standards
and/or guidelines for planning and
implementing these services (Lehman
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2003). In 2010, the American Library
Association (ALA) adopted a resolution, “The Prisoner’s Right to Read:
an Interpretation of the Library Bill
of Rights,” emphasizing the importance of allowing incarcerated people
to have access to basic information.
Many countries, however, have not yet
accepted that prisoners have the right
to receive assistance with basic education and rehabilitation, let alone the
right to read simply for pleasure.
This article describes the importance
of providing library services within correctional facilities and examines the role
of correctional librarians, the challenges
they encounter on a daily basis, and
the positive influence they have on the
incarcerated. The terms jail, penitentiary and prison are used synonymously

AILEEN MARSHALL is the law librarian at the Central
rappahannock regional library in Fredericksburg, Virginia.
She will graduate from the University of South Carolina with
an mliS in may 2011.
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throughout the article, although they differ greatly in various aspects. Readers
who wish to learn more about how these
institutions differ from each other are
advised to consult relevant literature,
such as Black’s Law Dictionary.

Libraries on the Inside
The concept of “libraries on the inside”
is not new. Bashore (2003) relates the
story of a prison library that was founded in a penitentiary in Utah in 1879.
This library had vanished by 1884,
but in early 1887 a group of inmates
established another library, presumably
furnished at least partly with donated
materials.
Research shows a positive connection between participation in educational activities and reduced recidivism
(Futcher 2008), and libraries can play
a vital role in strengthening this connection by providing literature and adequate learning materials for structured
programs and even college classes.
These programs can help offenders
focus on restorative outcomes, learn
to evaluate their thought patterns, and
avoid engaging in future criminal behavior (Gilman 2008).
Changing Life through Literature is a
program that began in Massachusetts
in response to the need to find alternatives to incarceration. Instead of being
sentenced to jail time, offenders are
sentenced to probation if they agree
to complete a literary seminar under
the direction of a professor. By reading
selected books such as James Dickey’s
Deliverance and Jack London’s Sea
Wolf, offenders are given the opportunity to investigate and explore aspects
of themselves, talk to peers, and communicate ideas and feelings in a classroom where every comment is welcome
and equally important. Other states
have since adopted this program, and
many judges are partnering with probation officers and educational institutions to explore this form of alternative
sentencing.
Public and academic libraries often
are encouraged to partner with prisons
and jails by offering inter-library loan
services to ensure access to educational

materials. These materials are often rare
in prison libraries, which cater mostly
to recreational readers and the occasional high school equivalency diploma
candidate (Asher 2006). Collaboration
between public, academic and prison
libraries greatly enhances public awareness of prisoners’ rights and needs and
encourages other public facilities to
consider partnering with prisons to help
offenders make a successful transition
when they re-enter society (Bouchard
and Kunze 2003).
If prisons are to develop an adequate
collection of information materials and
provide effective library services to
inmates, it is vital that prison authorities
hire library and information professionals. Librarians have the knowledge and
skills to make the library an integral part
of the overall effort to educate and rehabilitate offenders. They can serve as a
connection between the prison library
and libraries on the outside, and they
can help enhance public awareness
of, and support for, efforts to educate
prisoners and reduce recidivism.

Librarians Behind Bars
Although a prison may seem like a
frightening and restricted workplace,
the benefits of working in a prison
library outweigh the challenges that correctional librarians typically experience.
That said, working in a correctional
library means working under circumstances to which most people, let alone
librarians, are not accustomed. Lehman
(2000) points out that prison librarians
must not only possess the necessary
qualifications in library and information
science but must also be able to work
in an environment dedicated to balancing the public’s interest in safety with
offenders’ desire for rehabilitation.
For example, during my time at
the Peumansend Creek Regional Jail
(PCRJ) in Bowling Green, Virginia,
many offenders asked me to provide
addresses of people outside the jail that
they wanted to contact. Under normal
circumstances, a librarian would not
hesitate to look up an address, but a
jail librarian has to be careful—a person may not want an inmate to know

where he or she lives, and providing
the address may put that person’s life
in danger.
Librarians also have to cope with
communication and cultural challenges
posed by working in a diverse environment. Male offenders from certain
ethnic or cultural backgrounds, for
example, may have difficulty accepting
female staff as authority figures (Shirley
2003). Library collections and programs
must be updated frequently to accommodate inmates who speak different
languages and have different cultural
needs and expectations.
Prison librarians are also obligated
to control the use and spread of items
that can pose security concerns or be
used as weapons. Library books are
preferred places to hide and exchange
contraband, which can range from notes
passed between inmates to potentially
dangerous substances and objects.
Furthermore, library supplies and furniture can be destroyed or used for other
purposes, such as to construct weapons (Bouchard and Winnicki 2000).
Correctional officers at PCRJ frequently searched the housing units, classrooms and library spaces for weapons
and other contraband. Books that were
returned to the library were inspected
to make sure the borrower did not write
anything in the book, either in plain
words or a coded message. More than
once I had to take books out of circulation and erase messages that were
written or drawn on pages. Whenever a
group of inmates left the library, I had to
count my pencils to make sure nobody
had taken one back to the housing
unit—a simple item like this could be
used as a weapon against another
inmate or staff member.
Probably the touchiest subject among
prison librarians is censorship. Certain
reading materials are considered by
prison authorities to pose a threat to
security and are therefore banned from
libraries. Officials at PCRJ, for example,
did not allow the library to circulate
any gang-related materials, sexually
explicit content, or true-crime books.
I inspected all magazines and censored or physically removed any pages
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displaying nudity, certain tattoos, and
violent content. I also removed portions
of newspapers that included mentions
of staff members or their relatives,
reports about the jail or its inmates,
and reports about crimes that might
somehow be connected to one of more
of our inmates.
The Virginia Department of Corrections
maintains a 97-page list of unacceptable publications and topics, many
of which an average person probably
would not consider inappropriate (such
as Dungeons and Dragons and books
about Yoga and electricity). While I
understood the need to ban certain
publications, I had difficulty grasping
the reasoning behind some decisions.
I did not quite see the point of banning
Harry Potter books from the library
because they deal with magic and
witchcraft while allowing books that
deal with drugs, sex and crime.

Perspectives on Security
Correctional librarians must always be
aware of their surroundings and remain
on alert while inmates visit the library.
To be sufficiently prepared for their role,
librarians should receive extensive training to acquaint them with the problems
they will encounter in this challenging
environment. Trainers should provide
an overview of dos and don’ts related
to facilities policies and procedures to
help librarians understand their role
and responsibilities.
In addition to onsite training by prison
officials, library schools should consider offering classes on correctional
librarianship to prepare students for,
and promote the importance of, serving behind bars. Ideally, these classes
would be offered in conjunction with
state departments of corrections and
would include information about working at a correctional facility and a visit
(if possible) to such a facility.
Prison officials need to acknowledge
that librarians are not correctional officers and have a different perspective on
security and the extent to which prisoners should be assisted. It is critical for
librarians to understand that offenders
need to be treated differently than
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patrons and users of public and other
libraries, as they may try to manipulate
staff they perceive as weak. From my
experience, it is also vital to gain or
improve skills that can aid in a confrontational situation, as these will occur on
a regular basis.
Some inmates will do a lot to gain your
trust and use you to the point where you
get in trouble or even commit a crime.
This is one of the first lessons I learned
during my training, and it is imperative
to keep this in mind at all times. You will
also deal with staff who do not consider
library services to inmates necessary or
worthwhile. It is your job to help them
understand that some inmates actually
appreciate these services and, upon
release, use them to their advantage to
improve their education and skills.

A Constant Battle
Being a correctional librarian is a stressful job that requires constant attention,
and it will change some of your opinions
and the way you look at things and people. Even now, in my current position
as a law librarian, I cannot completely
rid myself of the training I received and
situations I experienced. Every time I
receive a letter from an inmate (usually someone in the Rappahannock
Regional Jail), I ask myself why he or
she wants a specific piece of information and whether it would be a threat to
security if I gave it to him.
Money is also a challenge. Contrary
to the inmate population, which is growing, prison budgets are decreasing. Not
only do we need to educate professionals in corrections about the importance
and value of our work, we also have to
make the public understand that their
tax money is being spent on worthwhile
services. As mentioned before, there is
a relation between recidivism rates and
educational programs in penitentiaries.
If we manage to collect data about this
and compile it into concise reports, it
will be easier to get our point across.
Correctional librarians should also
share their stories and encourage their
colleagues to look into the possibility of
partnering with a local jail or prison to
offer services that might otherwise be
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out of reach for inmates. With shrinking
budgets, these partnerships could well
be a huge part of the future of correctional library services. SLA
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Strategies and
Tactics for
Workplace Research
UnDerSTanDing Simple reSearCh STraTegieS Can help yOU prOViDe Clear
anD COmpelling eViDenCe TO DemOnSTraTe The ValUe OF yOUr SerViCeS.
BY SARA BATTS, MSC

I

nformation professionals perform many tasks and activities
related to designing or presenting research. For example, have
you ever done any of the following
things:
• Requested feedback on a training
session;
• Received statistics on the use of a
commercial database;
• Recorded inquiries and measured
changes in their number;
• Synthesized or summarized others’
reports;
• Counted Website page views or logins; or
• Measured the use of a new service?
Time, staffing and/or financial constraints often mean we can only man-

age a “quick and dirty” approach to
research, and in many cases, a fullscale project is simply unnecessary. We
should always be mindful, however, of
the quality of the information we provide, and I think we have something of
an ethical requirement to present our
results clearly and correctly.
This article is intended to provide
guidance for small research tasks, such
as writing an evaluation form for a new
training session, and to serve as a
possible springboard for full-scale dissertations. The discussion is grounded
in real-world tasks, and the advice presented is based on Denscombe (2008),
which is a good starting point for further
reading.

SARA BATTS is senior research librarian at reed Smith llp
in london and a part-time phD candidate. She can be
reached by e-mail at sara.batts@gmail.com and on Twitter
at @batty_Towers.

Defining Your Task
The key to a successful project is to be
clear about the questions you want to
answer. Time constraints may tempt
you to dive in and start distributing
surveys; however, if you go wrong in
the early stages, you may never find
out what you need to know, or you
may have to start over. Even if you are
rushed, be sure to set aside some time
to answer all (or at least some) of these
questions:
• Why do you need to collect or report
this information? Do you have to
meet specific targets or support certain business cases?
• When do you need to collect or
report this information? Today? Next
week? Next quarter?
• How will you collect and report the
information? Paper media? Online
media? Face to face?
• Who are your subject and target
audiences? All users? New users?
Junior staff? Senior staff?
• What will you ask and report about?
Databases? Specific research ser-
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vices? Reports?
• Where will you collect the information? At people’s desks? At the
inquiry desk?
One goal of workplace research can
be to obtain input from people who
don’t use library services. In the past, I
have tried to do this using targeted invitations based on a random sample of
all staff. This approach met with some
success, although it was a relatively
time-consuming process.
If you decide to elicit information from
non-users, you should include welcome
messages on the surveys that make
clear that responses from non-users are
needed. It also helps to ensure that you
phrase questions to solicit meaningful
answers from non-users.

Choosing Research Tools
Once you determine what you need
to find out, choosing research tools
becomes easier. Questionnaires and
interviews are two relatively inexpensive and straightforward ways to collect
information; other methods you should
consider include observation, document analysis and case studies, which
may be suitable for in-depth research.
No matter which tool(s) you select,
there will be trade-offs between time,
money and the level of detail provided,
and finding a balance among them may
define your approach more than any
philosophical viewpoints.
Surveys. Questionnaires with checkboxes and predefined categories can
be quick and simple to complete,
but may miss more subtle distinctions or opinions. Google Spreadsheets,
SurveyMonkey and Zoomerang offer
free options for online questionnaires,
including drop-down options and
checklists.
Open-ended questions with undefined text responses allow participants
to provide details about issues, but
time-pressed respondents may skip
them to avoid the need to compose
an answer. Closed questions, which
can offer multiple options, drop-down
boxes or grids as answer formats, are
quicker to complete, but they run the
risk of needing lengthy response lists to
28

be fully comprehensive. A mix of closed
and open-ended questions may be a
good compromise.
Do not designate any questions as
mandatory unless they absolutely need
to be answered. If you include any such
questions, provide sufficient options for
responses. For example, asking about a
database but not providing a “not used”
answer option will distort your results
and can lead to people abandoning the
questionnaire.
Likert scales (named for their inventor, psychologist Rensis Likert) ask participants to rate their responses, thereby
allowing you to order the responses you
receive. There is no implied value in
the numbers used, nor is the interval
between each item necessarily of equal
value to every participant. This kind of
scale can be very useful for gauging
opinions, and most people are familiar
with them. An example of a 5-point
Likert scale is the following:
1. Agree strongly
2. Agree
3. Neither agree nor disagree
4. Disagree
5. Disagree strongly
Regardless of which type of format
you use, test your questions on colleagues to ensure that you are asking
what you really intend to ask. Even
better, share your questions with colleagues in other departments who can
spot jargon and question assumptions.
It’s important for each question to
ask about only one thing. A yes-or-no
question such as “Do you use desktop
and mobile access to the Internet?” is
difficult to answer, because I may use
only one of these methods.
Loaded questions are another pitfall.
Asking “Do you think savage cuts to
the library budget should be stopped?”
biases the responses in one direction. A
good discussion of how a biased survey
was developed can be found at www.
badscience.net/2010/11/hello-madamwould-you-like-your-children-to-beunemployed/. A video clip from the
British political comedy “Yes Minister,”
posted online at www.youtube.com/
watch?v=Hjh13hxehl4, also addresses
this problem.
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Watch out for illogical ordering of questions or responses to multiple-choice
questions. For example, SurveyMonkey
puts items in alphabetical order by
default, but a list of courses may be better presented in the chronological order
in which they should be taken.
Questions that are appropriate for
junior staff may make no sense to
senior managers. In situations like this,
use “skip logic” to guide respondents
through your survey. Set up different
paths for respondents to follow depending on their answers to certain questions.
For example, managers and junior staff
could start with the same questions,
diverge into role-specific sections, then
finish with common items.
If you have time, pilot your questionnaire on a small group of people. Ask
yourself whether the results fit the outcome you were expecting.
Focus groups and interviews.
Interviews allow you explore your clients’ opinions in detail. They can be
highly structured or free-form events, or
anything in between.
Structured interviews allow you to
control the questions and limit possible
responses, but you may find it quicker
and easier to use a questionnaire. A
completely free-form interview, on the
other hand, risks descending into a chat
about topics far removed from the one
you are trying to research. Something
in between—a list of topics you want to
cover, plus a few specific questions to
jump-start the conversation—can allow
the discussion to move at its own pace
but within certain boundaries.
Focus groups enable you to collect
input from a lot of people at the same
time. There is a definite skill to leading
a focus group, as it can be difficult to
balance lots of conversations. Working
on a specific task or set of questions
can be a good way to structure the
sessions. Be sensitive to power relationships between participants—junior staff
may not want to disagree openly with
senior managers, which would prevent
them from voicing their opinions.
If you record interviews, you’ll find
that focus groups can be tricky to
transcribe, because people naturally
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talk over each other. A complete transcription may be unnecessary, but if
you want or need one and don’t have
expert help, a rule of thumb is that a
one-hour interview takes three hours to
transcribe.

Presenting Research Data
Once you’ve collected the information,
you need to determine how to present
your results. Online packages make
this simple. Following are tips about
using descriptive statistics and graphics
to present quantitative data. The next
section provides advice on using results
of interviews.
Averages. The mean, mode and
median are all types of averages, but
each is calculated in a different manner. The mean is the result that most
people have in mind when they use the
term average. It’s calculated by adding
the individual results and dividing by
the number of results.
Although the mean is popular, it is
easily skewed by outliers—very large
or very small numbers. For instance,
in salary calculations, if there are nine
junior partners and one very senior
partner in an office, the mean will be
pushed upward by the senior partner’s
pay rate (see Figure 1).
The median is the number in the
middle when you arrange the results
in order, from lowest to highest. The
median is not affected by the presence
of very high or very low numbers in a
set, so it may give a more representative average.
The mode is the most popular result
in a set—the value that occurs most
often. Note that a set of data can have
more than one mode.
If you are researching or presenting
information that quotes an average figure, always determine or identify which
type of average it is. Depending on the
case being made, the underlying data
might be represented in different ways.
Percentages. Percentages are easily calculated and widely recognized,
but absolute numbers may make more
sense in some contexts—for example,
a 50 percent increase could be an
increase from 2 to 3 or from 300 to 450.

Figure 1: Comparisons of Average Numbers
If these numbers represent the hourly salaries within a team,
what is the average hourly salary?
12

13

15

15

15

16

17

18

19

60

Mean = 20
(12 + 13 + 15 + 15 + 15 + 16 + 17 + 18 + 19 + 60) ÷ 10
The mean overstates the salary scale, as one very high salary boosts the “average” salary
to a level above that of the most highly paid junior staff member.
Mode = 15
The mode, the most popular salary, is 15.
Median = 15.5
The median is the midpoint if all the numbers are arranged in ascending order.
There are 10 numbers, so the midpoint is halfway between 15 and 16, hence 15.5.

Figure 2: Wordle

If you are measuring library inquiries,
the resource implications of one more
inquiry compared to 150 more are very
different. Therefore, when you use percentages, make sure you put them in
context by providing figures.
Graphics and data visualizations.
A well-produced graphic image can
replace several descriptive paragraphs.
One simple method of presenting data
visually is a word cloud. The accompanying Wordle conveys the themes of
this article powerfully yet succinctly (see
Figure 2).
The topic of data visualization could
fill an article on its own. If you want
to know more, I recommend you read
Solle (2009) and Tufte (2001). Hilary
Davis (2010) also presented a num-

ber of ideas at the SLA 2010 Annual
Conference.
Graphs.
Zoomerang
and
SurveyMonkey make it easy to create
tables and graphs of your research
results, while Excel and Google
Documents have many options for producing charts. It can be easy to try to
present too much information in one
image, so stick to clear and simple
graphics. If you have a number of data
sets to show, a series of smaller charts
may be easier to understand than one
large chart. (Note that Excel uses the
same default colors, which may not be
the best options for black-and-white
printing.)
Pie charts can be intuitive to interpret. If you have a number of small con-
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Figure 3: Pie Charts with Small and Expanded Segments

tor be influencing these figures? For
example, did a department hire new
staff, thus requiring more training? Has
a new project been under way that
generated more inquiries? This point is
well made by the cartoon found at www.
xkcd.com/552.

Reading Between the Lines

tributors to the overall results, consider
splitting them out so their data are not
lost in a jumble of small pie segments
(see Figure 3).
Interview data. Processing interview
data is time consuming. If you’re short
on time, consider listening to the interview again at twice the normal speed to
get a sense of the overall conversation.
Listen a second time at normal speed,
noting the key points that are raised.
Transcribe these points, or sections of
these points, only.
Next, group these key points into
themes. The themes can form the basis
of your report, backed up with specific
quotations where necessary.
One problem with transcribing interviews is that it is easy to hear only the
statements that confirm your hypothesis, leading you to unconsciously bias
your results. Try to listen carefully for
opposing views. If you have time, go
back to your interviewees and check
with them to ensure that your overall
conclusions are consistent with their
opinions. You might also listen to the
interview a third time.

Manipulating Results
It is easy to inadvertently skew or misinterpret the message contained in data.
The following tips will help you avoid
making these mistakes with your own
data and arm you with a critical eye
when interpreting someone else’s presentation.
Changing the scale on a graph’s axis
can enhance or diminish the results that
are presented. For example, altering a
time series along the y-axis can distort
30

the way trends in the data appear over
time. If you are interpreting a graph with
an x-axis that doesn’t start from zero,
find out why that’s the case. It could
be that only some of the data support a
particular argument, and those are the
data that have been plotted.
Within the field of statistics, significant
has a specific meaning—it denotes an
outcome that didn’t occur by chance.
To claim statistical significance, some
sort of test should be performed. There
is not sufficient space in this article to
discuss significance testing, but there
are many introductory texts and online
calculators that can help (for example, visit www.dummies.com/how-to/
content/statistics-for-dummies-cheatsheet.html).
Correlation and causation. Two correlated events are not independent. The
relationship between correlated values
is expressed by a correlation coefficient
(indicated by r), which ranges from -1
to +1. If r = -1, it indicates a perfect
negative correlation (when one value
goes up, the other goes down); if r = +1,
there is a perfect positive correlation
(when one value goes down, the other
goes down). If r = 0, there is no correlation. Correlations can be calculated in
Excel; there are also a number of online
tools that can help.
When presenting correlations, be
sure to explain the cause of the relationship. This is something that is often
claimed erroneously. For example, if
you measure the number of inquiries
your library received and the number
of training sessions it offered, you may
find what seems to be a correlation
between them. But could a third fac-
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By using quick and simple strategies
for research, you can enhance your
ability to present compelling information
about the value of your services and
your users’ experiences. This article has
outlined a number of issues to consider
when conducting your own research or
interpreting research for others.
Always keep in mind that workplace
research is about balancing time and
cost with the need to find robust and
reliable answers. There are many different ways to research a problem and
present the answers, and often the
choice will be made under a number of
constraints.
Planning your research can save you
time and money. By thinking carefully about your options, you may identify quicker and less costly methods
of soliciting opinions and presenting
data. In addition, knowing the tricks of
the research trade can help you read
between the lines of other researchers’
presentations—a useful skill if you’re in
a reference role. SLA
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Copyright Essentials for
Newsletters and Magazines
Editors and publishers of newsletters and magazines receive
content from many sources and must be certain of the
copyright status of everything they use in their publications.
BY LESLEY ELLEN HARRIS

It seems that organizations and associations are producing more newsletters
and magazines than ever, at least in an
electronic format. Certainly, there are
some differences between publishing
in print and publishing electronically.
When it comes to copyright, however,
many of the same rules apply no matter
what the format, and publishers and
editors need to understand how these
rules apply to them.

Origin of Content
The first thing to consider is the copyright status of a publication’s content.
For example, will it contain an article
written by a fellow employee? If so, and
if the employee wrote it in the course of
his or her employment, the organization
most likely owns the copyright in the
article and does not need any further
permission to include it in the newsletter or magazine. However, if the article
was written by a consultant, the article
may belong to your organization, or it
may belong to the consultant. You will
need to investigate this by reviewing the
language of the agreement between the
consultant and the organization.
Similarly, if the publication will contain a photograph taken by an employ-

ee while he or she was on vacation, the
photograph most likely belongs to the
employee, and you will need to obtain
permission to include it in your publication. If it is an article or photograph by
a freelancer, make sure you get permission in writing. Whenever you obtain
permission to use someone else’s content, ask for a warranty that the content
is owned by that person and that he or
she has the legal authority to permit you
to use that content.
If the content is from the Internet,
assume that it is protected by copyright.
Even without a copyright notice, most
works are protected from the moment
they are put in some sort of fixed form.
If the content is governed by a Creative
Commons (CC) license, it is still subject
to certain terms and conditions. Read
the particular CC license to learn what
is permitted by that license. Some U.S.
government works are in the public
domain, but if content has been added
to these works, or if these works were
prepared by a non-government person
on behalf of the government, portions
of the content may be protected. Stock
photography is subject to a license—
read the license to determine the legal
parameters of use.

Organizing Permissions
When obtaining permission to include
content in your newsletter or magazine,
get that permission in writing to create
a trail of your permissions. Develop a
file system to document permissions; if
possible, include a search mechanism
to help you locate permissions as you
receive them. This way, you can easily and quickly search the permissions
when using the same content in another
manner or in an additional publication.
Also, if another publication, Website or
content aggregator asks to reproduce
your newsletter, you can check your
permissions system to determine which
content you may relicense to others.
Remember, creating a trail of your
permission-seeking efforts (e-mails,
faxes, telephone calls, etc.) is not the
same as obtaining permission. If you do
not obtain permission from a copyright
owner, you are not able to reproduce
that owner’s work (unless it otherwise
falls under one of the provisions in the
U.S. Copyright Act).

Copyright in Your Publication
The individual articles, photographs and
other works in your publication likely
have copyright protection, and so may
your publication as a whole. Include
a copyright notice on your publication
with information on how others can
obtain permission to re-use part or all of
the publication.
Remember, you can only allow others to reproduce your publication if
you own the rights in the underlying works as discussed above. If you
prefer that your publication be used
freely in certain circumstances, state
that on your publication. You can also
consider choosing a CC license that
reflects this. SLA
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A Resurgence in Our Relevance

By meeting clients’ demands for mobile access, libraries
and information centers can position themselves in the
forefront of innovation and value.
BY DEBBIE SCHACHTER, MLS, MBA

Innovation is a key feature of today’s
information professionals and of our
information centers and libraries. The
ability to provide new and innovative
services to our customers, when and
where they want or need them, is one of
our most significant contributions to our
organizations. Much of this innovation
and change is being driven by technology, especially by tools and applications
embedded in mobile devices.
The smartphone is the leading mobile
device, with research firms such as
Nielsen predicting that smartphone
usage will overtake regular cellphone
usage this year (Nielsenwire 2010).
Following closely behind smartphones
are iPads and other tablet devices,
with their larger screens and easierto-use keyboards. Laptops continue to
be popular, though the iPad and other
tablets are already beginning to cannibalize laptop sales—an indicator of how
mobility and functionality are becoming
so important in both our professional
and personal lives.
The proliferation of mobile technology has driven a demand for—and
indeed an expectation of—being able
to do whatever we want to do, wherever we happen to be. The library as a
place, particularly in the special library

environment, has possibly now been
overtaken by the library as a service,
and this is probably a positive trend
given the uncertainties within the print
publishing industry.
The mobile technology trend may
actually be one of the most important
factors behind a resurgence in the relevance of information professionals and
their libraries and information centers.
It is common today to see information
centers and/or their IT staff developing
applications (apps) for mobile access
to their services. Vendors, sometimes
a bit slow to respond, are also recognizing the importance of developing
mobile browser versions of their services or specifically developing apps.
The important thing for us to remember
is that innovation is our game, and we
must be seen to be in the forefront for
our customers.
Special libraries, more so than traditional libraries, have often been able to
piggyback on their organization’s ability
to develop (or purchase) technology
solutions. Being in such close relationship with our clients means we can see
the technology they use, from laptops
with access to VPNs to, more recently,
iPads and smartphones. A browser
enabled for mobile devices is a must,

but it alone isn’t enough to satisfy our
customers any more—we need specific
device-level apps. Functionality is now
the key differentiator in service.
Browsing through the literature and
sites related to library mobile technology, it is clear that there are a number of
areas where mobile access has become
ubiquitous. These include an information center’s Website (or intranet) and
catalog, including direct access to full
text resources, databases, and images.
Location services or online tours are
also a common function for library apps
now, particularly in larger libraries, such
as in academic environments. Other
important uses are communication,
marketing, and social networking.
So, what are the practical implications of the growth of mobile technology? Obviously, access to money or
resources is a primary factor in being
able to meet our users’ expectations.
This means being able to build apps
internally or purchase mobile services
externally. In a time of reduced budgets, when we often most need to focus
our efforts on marketing and promoting
information resources, we are least able
to fund technological innovations. As
the business literature will tell you, however, crises are often times of significant
innovation—when we must develop
new answers to age-old questions, and
frequently on a shoestring budget.
Vendors are stepping up, however,
by providing mobile browser versions of
their products as well as mobile apps.
Vendors are also seeing the need to
innovate, as their traditional customer
base is either under threat or requires
further development to ensure a reasonable return through sales. Sharing
information with vendors about the
Continued on page 35
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Understanding Consumer
Search Results
Firms that create online content and use it to drive Web
traffic to advertisers are proliferating, and librarians and
their clients need to explore other options.
BY STEPHEN ABRAM, MLS

Many of you have noticed an increasing decline in the quality of Google
search results lately. I know quite a few
people who are switching to Bing as
their default search engine, but that is
unlikely to fix the longer-term problem
of content pollution of search engine
results. Even if you routinely use quality
databases from licensed sources, your
end users probably don’t (at least not to
the same degree) and may unduly trust
the results they receive from certain
kinds of Web searches.
My guess is that too few of us are
aware of content spam in search
engines. We simply must inform ourselves of the deep issues connected
with consumer-based and advertisingbased search engines. So, following
are some insights into what we need to
be teaching and communicating to our
organizations.

Content Farms
I’m on a bit of a tear lately on the topic
of so-called content farms. I meet too
many information professionals, educators and just normal searchers who are
unaware of these types of Web content
providers and their business strate-

gies. I really worry about their power to
change Web search content, and you
should be, too—their business model is
awfully rich.
Consider this: every hour, a million
spam pages of content are created.
Spammers are out to harm users, steal
traffic, and defraud legitimate advertisers. A new search engine, Blekko, has
even created a spam clock (www.spamclock.com/) to highlight this issue.
Every searcher should know who
creates spam pages and why, and
how they influence search results. For
instance, did you know that Yahoo!
owns one of the largest content and
article creation companies, the purpose
of which is to drive traffic to advertisers?
Can you name the other majors?
These content creation companies,
also known as content farms, are firms
like Demand Media (which recently went
public, with an initial public offering for
more than US$ 1 billion) and Answers.
com. Each day, these companies create
thousands of pieces of content that may
or may not be correct.
Silicon Alley Insider published some
information recently that provides
insight into Demand Media and the

content it produces:
• Demand Media publishes 5,000 articles and videos per day from 13,000
freelancers.
• Demand Media’s average revenue
per user is $1.60 versus $4 for
Facebook, $24 for Google and $124
for Amazon.
• Article topics picked by machines
make five times more money than
article topics picked by humans.
(Note that money is not an information professional’s usual criterion.)
• A Demand Media executive suggested that one way to make money on
the Web would be to buy tons of old
public domain books and turn them
into Websites. Sound familiar?
• Demand Media’s business model
depends on Google.
Since this content is sponsored and
paid for, it is highly likely to be biased.
It also serves as “bait” to attract searchers to information (and ads) that may
be biased or lack perspective. For
instance, a pharmaceutical company
may pay for content designed to drive
people to review its drug therapy, but
the information about the therapy may
or may not mention all of the drug
contraindications that are required in
print ads. A class action cohort may do
likewise, hoping to build their numbers
for a mesothelioma legal suit (mesothelioma has been one of the highest-cost
“AdWords” in Google). An appliance or
car manufacturer might want to influence your choice of a truck, freezer or
stove brand.
Both Demand Media and Answers.
com are among the top 20 Web properties in the United States, on a par with
the likes of Apple and AOL. Indeed,
Demand Media surpassed the New

STEPHEN ABRAM is vice president of strategic partnerships and markets for gale Cengage learning in Toronto.
he is a past president of Sla and an Sla Fellow and was awarded the association’s highest honor, the John Cotton
Dana award, in June 2003. he is also a past president of both the Ontario library association and the Canadian
library association and received the roger Summit award in 2009 from the association of independent information
professionals. he is the author of Out Front with Stephen abram and Stephen’s lighthouse blog. This column contains
Stephen’s personal perspectives and does not necessarily represent the opinions or positions of gale Cengage learning.
Stephen would love to hear from you at stephen.abram@gmail.com.
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Google could become a massive dark hole of
lousy content. Users may or may not notice.

York Times in stock value on the release
of its IPO. (Yes, sponsored content is
worth more to investors than journalism.
Surprised?)
Google alone makes more than $1
billion in profit every month or so. It is
unlikely that any of this money is coming from your pockets or those of your
users, although some of your employers
engage content farms in their marketing strategies. The search engines are
focused on serving the needs of their
real customers—advertisers—and have
many tools and services at their disposal to delight those paying clients. The
same is not true of licensed resources,
which generally return results based on
your search query and goals.

Search Engine Optimization
Search engine optimization (SEO) and
its little brother, social media optimization (SMO), are the big boys of influence in the world of changing search
engine results. For a fee (usually), optimizers work to ensure that your Web
presence—be it a Website, Facebook
profile, Twitter feed, etc.—receives the
traffic you define and desire.
Sometimes, optimizers want to sell
you something; other times, they are
promoting a point of view. Political parties, politicians and political action committees (PACs) have become experts in
driving voters to their sites, candidates,
and editorials. In recent years, these
groups have become very sophisticated, with the ability to geo-code SEO and
direct results at the electoral district,
area code, Zip code, or census tract
level. I am told that you can purchase
the ability to use localized SEO at the
school and college campus level, since
young targets are the sweet spot of
advertisers.
Google is excellent at providing search
results for who, what, where, and when
questions. SEO, SMO and GEO play a
key role in making these search results
34

better. After all, who would want an
answer to the search query pizza that
didn’t contain pizza vendors in their
area and a coupon? The difficult questions—those that start with why and
how—are more important, and they are
the foundation of an education based
on critical thinking.
Most of the time, we get delightful results from our search queries
because the questions are simple. We
get lured into a sense of comfort and
trust, failing to notice that the results
become heavily influenced when the
questions get harder—health issues,
purchasing options, politics, business
decisions, and so on. Intelligent searchers will question their search results
and dig deeper. We need to integrate
good search skills into all of our users
in business and academia, especially
as their questions increase in difficulty,
importance and impact.

Clutter, Spam and Relevancy
Google’s search results have become
a spammed and cluttered mess. But
Google itself has become a search
religion, and that’s dangerous to critical
thinking, democracy and the learners and users we care about. Google
may have outlasted its usefulness, or
it may yet overcome its current problems. Right now, however, Google is in
defense mode, battling attacks on the
quality of its search results.
At this point, building a search algorithm that senses spam sites and SEO
content seems to be a game of whacka-mole. The big search engines are
notoriously secretive about their algorithms, and that is understandable.
They reportedly change them often,
maybe even daily. At this point, the only
ethical course of action for librarians
is to educate our clients about Web
content and encourage them to explore
search options beyond Google.
In my opinion, Blekko, DuckDuckGo,
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Exalead, and Bing are fine choices
for a start, though these services can
suffer from the same issues bedeviling
Google, so critical thinking and search
skills are still needed. When you add
the alternative models of complementary library e-resources that do not
depend on revenue from advertisers,
you have a better toolkit and search
skills. A library’s licensed database
resource and online catalogue results
are never influenced by SEO techniques and third party manipulation.
That’s a key tip that everyone should
know to be successful.
Some recent articles and blog postings are finally starting to challenge the
Google search religion. I’ve provided
some links at the end of this column that
are hyperlinked on my blog, Stephen’s
Lighthouse. Read them to start becoming more informed about search engine
spam and the delivery of questionable
results. This is a key issue—it risks ruining the usefulness of all search engines
and, in particular, Google. Consider
these possible scenarios:
1. Google could become a massive
dark hole of lousy content driven
by the needs of advertisers, marketers and special interest groups.
Users may or may not notice.
2. New competitors could arrive
and address these weaknesses
and create market options for
search that drive improvements
across the board. Perhaps Bing,
DuckDuckGo, or Blekko are
already starting this.
3. Search engine optimizers (at least
the ethical ones) could become
regulated or manage themselves
to address the threats to their own
business interests.
4. Content reputation management systems (similar to a Good
Housekeeping Seal of Approval)
that have been tried over the years
may finally come alive and revitalize search results.
5. Recommendation systems that
rely on the value of the recommender—your own social connections or respected groups,
leaders, or professions—could
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become more influential in ranking
search results. This shows some
potential in such environments as
Facebook, LinkedIn, StumbleUpon,
Digg, Quora, or even a renewed
Delicious. Peer recommendations are already working better
in music, movies and recreational
reading spaces than they are in the
research and question-and-answer
spaces.
6. People may, for the important
questions in life, return to the
world’s revitalized curation teams—
librarians, bibliographers, editors,
authors, publishers, etc.—and
especially to those who define a
new concept of quality content
brands.
Each of these scenarios has some
chance of occurring. Some are desirable goals, but most also run the risk of
being double-edged swords. While you
might get better answers under some
of these scenarios than under others,
you’ll do so at a cost of narrowness,
dependence on group-sourcing answers
and/or a reduction in innovative thought
and serendipity. There’s also the classic
“good, fast, high quality” conundrum
triangle to consider. And, of course, so
many of the answers (or lists of potential
places for answers) on Google are to
who, what, when, and where questions,
when the difficult questions in life are
more of the how and why variety. I worry
that most people have difficulty identifying the difference when searching.

Adding a Greater Dimension
So, what to do? I would submit that the
most important task, in the near term,
is to build credulity skills in learners and
researchers so they understand what’s
behind the results they get from Web
search engines. We must also position
our expertise as valuable and special
and unique in our space. To do this,
we must add a greater dimension to
the teaching of searching and information literacies. We must move beyond
teaching raw searching skills, mere
information retrieval, simple content
quality evaluations, and narrowly based
search training to establishing a culture

of media literacy.
In addition, we must share the fundamental insights that can be gained
by understanding the business models
behind search engines. Learners and
researchers should know to ask themselves who or what is promoting the
link on the pages of search results they
are seeing. Are those links driven by
simple mathematical relevancy or by
a search algorithm? Are special interest groups, political parties, individuals, lobbyists, or commercial advertising
interests determining the results they
are finding? To answer these questions,
they must engage finely tuned critical
thinking skills.
We must teach our clients to maintain
their wits and credulity about the results
they get in the ad-based, free, consumer search space and to know when
it is appropriate to use each option in
their toolkit. Google and other ad-based
search offerings have their place (and
their strengths), but they are not without drawbacks. Librarians and information professionals have a responsibility
to know and advise our organizations
about these issues.
This is an important responsibility and
highlights the value of our services and
profession. The professional roles of
search advisor, trainer, licensor, curator, and researcher will become more,
not less, critical and valuable as we
proceed into this century—but only if
we stand up and demand attention.
To learn more about the dangers of
trusting search results too much, follow
and read the lists of links in my two blog
postings cited below. Many have good
examples of sites and searches that
show the impact of overly influenced
search results. SLA
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changing expectations of our staff and
clientele is one of the most important
ways to ensure they develop the tools
and apps we need. It is in their interest
to provide these innovations to us for
our customers.
Open source options also exist for
a number of applications. The library
profession is full of examples of sharing information, innovations, and open
source alternatives to vendor products.
Training staff and keeping them connected with development forums is an
excellent investment in the future. We
will undoubtedly continue to require
the expertise to develop simple apps or
modify technology to meet our needs,
just as Website coding and development are considered intrinsic skills for
most librarians today. Many new librarians graduate with expertise in these
areas or show an interest in developing
the skills. Take advantage of that energy
and interest through school projects,
new hires, or temporary projects.
On a global level, mobility is the key to
improving sales. This means that whole
organizations need to be geared to provide access to services and products
that their clients require, wherever they
may be. Information centers can benefit
strongly from this by providing direct,
specific and time-saving resources and
services directly to clients’ mobile devices. This is a positive direction for special
librarians to further confirm our value
to organizations and to our increasingly
mobile customers. SLA

LINKS
Stephen’s Lighthouse: Content Pollution May
be the Ruination of Google. Online at http://
stephenslighthouse.com/2011/01/14/contentpollution-may-be-the-ruination-of-google/.
_____. Librarians, Content Farms and
Search. Online at http://stephenslighthouse.
com/2011/01/29/librarians-content-farmsand-search/.
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COMING EVENTS / AD INDEX

OTHER EVENTS

12-15 JUNE 2011

SLA 2011 Annual
Conference & INFO-EXPO

MARCH 2011
9-11
Webwise Conference on Libraries
and Museums in the Digital World
institute of museum and library
Services/University of Denver
renaissance baltimore harborplace
baltimore, md., USa
http://webwise2011.library.du.edu/index.php
16-17
Library Technology Conference
macalester College
St. paul, minn., USa

APRIL 2011
6-9
Museums and the Web
loews philadelphia hotel
philadelphia, pa., USa
http://conference.archimuse.com/
conferences/mw/mw2011
18-20
Librarians’ Information Literacy
Annual Conference
british library/london School of
economics library
london, england, Uk
http://lilacconference.com/WP/
27-28
International Conference on
Information Management and
Evaluation
Ted rogers School of management
ryerson University
Toronto, Canada
www.academic-conferences.org/icime/
icime2011/icimell-home.htm

MAY 2011
11-13
Mobile Technologies:
Information on the Move
emerald group publishing
brisbane, australia
http://www.aserl.org/documents/
MLibraries_2011_call_for_papers.pdf
24-27
Qualitative and Quantitative
Methods in Libraries
National Hellenic Research Foundation
Athens, Greece
29 may-1 June
International Conference on
Integrated Information Technology
Federal University of
Sao Carlos/ieee
Sao Carlos, brazil
http://www.dirf.org/intech/

philadelphia, pa., USa
CLICK U WEBINARS:
9 march 2011
Ask the Copyright Experts –
Spring Update
2:00 pm – 3:00 pm eT
[Open to Sla members only;
no charge]
12 april and 26 april 2011
Moving into Management and Team
Leadership Roles: Parts 1 and 2
1:00 pm – 2:30 pm eT
members: $49/session
non-members: $99/session

CONTINUING EDUCATION
COURSES:
Saturday, 11 June 2011
Engaging Senior Management
in the Library’s Mission
8:00 am – noon
members: $199
non-members: $299
Saturday, 11 June 2011
Implementing Library Mashups
8:00 am – noon
members: $199
non-members: $299
Sunday, 12 June 2011
Charting a Path to New Levels of
Expertise, Employment and Career
Satisfaction
8:00 am – noon
members: $199
non-members: $299
Sunday, 12 June 2011
Thinking Strategically:
How to See the Big Picture
8:00 am – noon
members: $199
non-members: $299
Sunday, 12 June 2011
Communicating Effectively
in the Workplace
1:00 pm – 5:00 pm
members: $199
non-members: $299
Sunday, 12 June 2011
Copyright in Today’s Digital World
1:00 pm – 5:00 pm
members: $199
non-members: $299

JUNE 2011
12-15
SLA Annual Conference & INFO-EXPO
pennsylvania Convention Center
philadelphia, pa., USa
http://www.sla.org/content/events/
conference/ac2011/index.cfm
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CERTIFICATE COURSES
AT SLA 2011:
Saturday, 11 June 2011
CIC11b: Competitive Intelligence
Services Management for Info Pros
8:00 am – 5:00 pm
members: $495
non-members: $595
Sunday, 12 June 2011
CIC11c: Designing and Using
the Intelligence Audit for
Effective CI Practice
8:00 am – 5:00 pm
members: $495
non-members: $595
Saturday, 11 June 2011
CCM600: Copyright Compliance
and Management
8:00 am – 5:00 pm
members: $395
non-members: $495

Can’t attend a live Webinar?
you can view Webinar
replayS. These 90-minute
seminars from our Click
University programs were
recorded as they occurred,
so you’ll get the complete
experience of the original
session. Visit www.sla.org/clicku
for more information.

Sunday, 12 June 2011
CCM700: Teaching Others
About Copyright
8:00 am – 5:00 pm
members: $395
non-members: $495
Friday, 10 June 2011
KMKS03: The Knowledge Audit
8:00 am – 5:00 pm
members: $495
non-members: $595
Saturday, 11 June 2011
KMKS01: Fundamentals of
Knowledge Management and
Knowledge Services
8:00 am – 5:00 pm
members: $495
non-members: $595
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